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To Familiarize Themselves With University

Legislative Subcommittees'
Members To Meet At MSU
Eleven members of two separate subconunittees on education in the Kentucky Legislature will be on the Murray
State University campus Monday, Jan.
19, for a day-long orientation meeting.
The two groups are coming to the
Murray State campus to better
familiarize themselves with the university's programs, activities and
budetary operations.
One is the Sub-Committee an Education of the Interim Joint Committee on
Appropriations and Revenue, while the
other is the Sub-Committee on Higher
Education of the Interim Joint Commit-

EARLY-BIRD SPECIAL — Nineteen Murray High School juniors and seniors go to school an hour early every morning to work with computers. Instructor Lloyd Hasty, standing, explained the students arelearning to program in
the BASIC language using the Commodore Pet Micro-Computer. The programs are in various activities relating to
math, business, personal finance and various games.
Photo By Kaye Peebles

Metts, Officials To Take Part In
Opening Of New Section Of641
Department
of
Kentucky
Transportation Secretary Frank Metts
and several local officials will participate in the formal opening of the
new section of U. S. Highway 641 from
Murray to Benton Monday.
Local officials are urging Murray and
Calloway County citizens to turn out
and show support for the project, which
will be opened to traffic in .ceremonies
scheduled at noon at the CallowayMarshall County line.
City and county elected officials;
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce officials and members,
representatives of local industry, and a
host of others are expected to attend the
dedication.
' DOT officials in the district office in
* Reidland say the roadway will be opened Monday to allow those attending the
ceremonies to drive the new section en
route.
The section, which connects to a fourlane section presently in use north of
Murray and extends to just south of the
Benton city limits, had earlier been pro-

ATTEND THE OPENING
OF THE NEW FOUR-LANE
SECTION OF U. S.641
Noon, Monday,Jan, 19
Calloway-Marshall Co. Line
AratmorosiosiowhiatalliumlanimiaMMIMMI
jected for opening sometime this summer.
Letters from Calloway Judge- '
Executive Robert 0. Miller and others,
sent to Metts in Frankfort, prompted
DOT to reassess the opening. DOT officials decided this week that the section could safely be opened to traffic at
this time pending the completion of certain items in the construction contract.
Highway department crews and
crews from Jim Smith Construction
Co., contractor on the project, have
been scrambling all week to get the
four-lane section ready for the formal
opening.
Items that had to be completed this
week prior to the opening included pav-

ing a 75-foot gap at the north end of the
section that connects the new roadbed
with the old section, painting lane
stripes, routine traffic signing and installation of a caution light at the intersection with Kentucky 80 near Hardin.
The U. S. 641-Kentucky 80 intersection will be a "full stop" intersection for traffic traveling on Kentucky 80. A caution light will warn
north-south traffic on U. S. 611 of the i4tersection.
DOT officials have pointed out that
the road will "still be under construction'-' after Monday's opening and
urged motorists to drive with caution.
The contractor is not expected to
completely finish work on the project
until later this year. District highway
engineer Charles Henry said this week
that the earlier-than-originallyscheduled opening of the sectiiin likely
will further delay the actual completion
of the work by the contractor.
Work on the $15 million, 11-mile section was begun in March 1977.

The voice vote, which was not
Aunanimous, came Friday after Barkley
told the board that two legal firms were
reseatching the legahty of an executive
order signed Thursday by Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. outlining the reorganization.
Under the order, Secretary William
Sturgill will head the new Energy and

MSU

Agriculture Cabinet, which will include
all major promotional and marketing
divisions formerly housed in the
Agriculture Department.
Those divisions remaining in the
department are regulatory in nature. ,
Barkley opposes the order and conceded Friday that he called the
emergency board meeting "to give me
some support in this trial."
: The commissioner contends that
Brown's order is illegal because it
removes functions of the Agriculture
Department which were put there by
the General Assembly.
The attorney general's office has

..

By MARK,s.smITH
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP — The Carter
administration placed a 30-member
hostage recovery team on alert today
and awaited Tehran's reply to a draft
settlement that would free 52
Americans held in Iran.
The team, still in Washington, included medical and administrative experts
ohdfo would examine and debrief the
hostages, who have nhw beep- held 441.
days.
Meanwhile, bankers continued their
meetings in Washington and the United
States prepositjoned billions of dollars
for eventual delivery to Iran. But a key
Iranian official said there was a snag in
these arrangements.
State Department officials declined
comment on a complaint early today by
Iran's chief negotiator, Behzad Nabavi,
that the United States had decided to
transfer "only a part" of Iron's frozen
assets in exchange for the hostages.
A State Department spokesman said
it was "too early" to assess Nabavi's
statement. He said Iran had not yet provided an official response to the .U.S.
draft agreement, and that until,this occurred, there would be no public comment about the negotiations.
Jimmy Carter, his presidency
dwindling, stood by at his Camp David,
Md., mountain retreat after the White
House expressed the first unqualified
optimism over the 441-day ordeal. The
president was prepared to return to the
capital with any breakthrough. perhaps

issued an opinion supporting Brown's
the farming community.
contention that the action is legal. As a
Most of the questions directed at
result of the opinion, Attorney General
Sturgill came from Or, Jane Vance of
Versailles, who said the reorganization
Steve Beshear has declined a request
by Barkley that his office seek a temlooks very much to me as some sort of
power move by the governor."
porary restraining order blocking the
She also said that she was disturbed
reorganization.
Barkley said he expects to have his ' by the "personal ratifications for
own le41 opinions in hand by Monday.
Commissioner Barkley- of the.publici. ty surrounding investigations involving
Ho would not identify the (inns doing
the Work, but said he was paying for it
sexualharassineot and
himself.
expense-voucher irregularities in the
Sturgill attended Friday's board
Agriculture Department.
meeting, saying work had begun to imSturgill said the "issues of a personal
plement Brown's order and that he innature had nothing to do with theleCitends to cooperate with all aspects of
sion."

Offer Handicapped Driving Course

A common sense approach to training
handicapped persons for jobs as drivers
is about to begin in the Department of
Occupational Safety and Health at Murray State University.
The idea of training a handicapped
person who has a valid automobile
driver's license to also drive a forklift,
backhoe, or even a bulldozer, is a simple one that apparently' has not been
tried before, according to Dr. George
Nichols, department chairman.
A grant was previously received by
the department, located in the College
of Industry and Technology, to train
handicapped persons to drive
automobiles. Nichols said the latest approach to helping handicapped persons
is an outgrowth of the existing program.
-We were just trying to think of a way
to apply the driving skills to an occupation and came up with the idea of training the handicapped to drive vehicles.
Then we took a chance at a new grant
and luckily it was funded," said
Nichols.
The first group of handicapped persons is expected on campus about
March 1. Brenda Warren, program
coordinator, said she does not believe
Us. approach has been tried previously
In Kentucky-' or possibly elsewhere_

Miss Warren, who formerly worked
have a driver's license at the beginning
with handicapped persons in West
of the program may receive driver's
'.Virginia, said, "There is a lot of emeducation.
phasis on training handicapped persons
"A person with both physical and
to drive, but no effort has been placed
mental handicaps might also be trained
on further using those skills.
for a driving occupation. If a forklift
"We're excited. We think such peroperator is supposed to load 20 blocks,
sons could get jobs driving all kinds of
but is unable to count, we could arrange
vehicles — forklifts, mining equipment.
his work station so he can accurately
Of course,- each person will have difdetermine the number to load without
ferent capabilities, but the possibilities
having to count or wewould teach him
are encouraging."
to count."
Success of the program, which is beMiss Warren said the class will start
ing funded through the Kentucky
small "until we get the bugs worked out
Department of Vocational Education,
of the program." About 10 to 20 students
will depend heavily on help from
are expected.
private enterprise in the Murray State
Some university equipment will be
region, Miss Warren said.
used in the training and the driving
The program is being planned to inrange located near Stewart Stadium
clude job placement and follow-up serwill serve as the laboratory. Several
vices at the place of employment.
forklifts, a front-end loader and
"Assistance will be provided in areas
"maybe a van, depending on the trainsuch as modifying a forklift so the haning needs," are expected to be utilized.
dicapped person can drive it. We have
Dr. Marvin Mills, professor and
representatives of businesses now on
technical, director and education conour advisory council so we're hopeful of
sultant for the program, said that
a good relationship."
because the approach is new, problems
Handicapped persons enrolled in the
are expected. "We're trying to go into
program will probably have had at
the program with our eyes open and
least some high school education.
avoid pitfalls. For example, we want to
However, Miss Warren said any hanhave a precise selection procedure."
dicapped person
be considered for J
Mills said he wants to ensure that perthe training. And persons who do
sons litho are accepted into the program

have a good chance of successfully learning a driving skill. Severely handicapped persons, for example, might not be
accepted.
Persons who are employed in industry and businesses may be used as
teachers. "I can drive a forklift, but a
person who drives one in a factory
knows more about it than I do. We will
supervise the teaching which will be
done on a one-to-one basis."
Nichols said it will be difficult to
place handicapped persons in some
driving jobs where a great deal of personal responsibility for the safety of
others is involved, such as driving a
passenger bus. An employer might be
reluctant to hire a handicapped person
where liability is a concern, he said.
Nichols said the program is being offered as a service primarily to the Murray State region. However, the program may be expanded in the future to
cover the entire state. Students May
help in the training after it begins,giving them practical experience in working with the handicapped.
Handicapped persons may be recommended for the program fromfiervice
agencies including rehabilitation
centers. Anyone wanting to know more
about the program may contact Miss
Warren at 502 762-2488.
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theother group, the Sdh-Climinittec ii
Higher Education, anti Noll:mating as
Members- of this group ai.so will is' .
Rep. Harry Mobley, Jr., Irichnoind
Rep. Willard i Woodiet Allen, Morgantown; Rep. Jody Richards, Booting
Green; Rep. Joel Ellington. Paducah:
Sen. Joe Wright, Harried; and Rep.
Jimmy White, Barbourville. Following a 10 a.m. meeting ill the
board of directors room in Wells Hall.
the legislators will be the guest of Murray President Constantine W. Curtis at
lunch, after which- they will be conducted a a tour of the nialn caiiipu

Hostage Recovery Team Placed
On Alert As U.S.Awaits

State Board Approves Barkley Resolution
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) — A resolution supporting Agriculture Commissioner Alben Barkley II in his effort to
obtain a legal opinion on the removal of
promotional programs from his department has woo.the approval of the State
Board of Agriculture.

tee on Education.
The visit will be the seventh in a
series being made by the legislators to
the campuses of Kentucky's' public
higher education institutions.
Expected to participate as members
of the Sub-Committee on Education will
be: Sen. Robert Martin, Richmond.
former president of Eastern Kentucky.
and Rep. Carl Nett, Louisville, the cochairmen; Rep. Harold DeMarcus.
Stanford; Rep. Ramsey Morris,
Hopkinsville; and Rep. Roger Nue,
Harlan.
Senator Martin also is chairman of

"i%rims

Aril C

He claimed credit for developing an
energy policy, restoring confidence in
government, overhauling Civil Service,
increasing defense spending, creating
an urban policy and pursuing affirmative action.
In foreign policy: Carter set out
several broad goals for the 1980s:
building the nation's military strength,
resolving international economic problems, improving human rights, and
furthering arms control.
He said he "remained convinced"
that, the SALT II treaty "is in our nation's security interests and that it
would add significantly to the control of

nuclear weapons."
Reagan has said he opposes the SALT II treaty and will attempt to negotiate
another arms limitation document with
the Soviets. Carter said be strongly supports the SALT process "and the
negotiation of more far-reaching
mutual - restraints on
nuclear
weaponry."
Reagan has said he opposessthe SALT •
II treaty and will attempt to negotiate
another arms limitation document with
the Soviets. Carter said he strongly supports the SALT process "and the
negotiation of more far-reaching
mutual restraints on
nuclear
weaponry."

Carter State Message
Says Nation is Sound
actions in the region," he said.
WASHINGTON APt
President
In his final State of the Colon
Carter says the nation he is turning
message, issued just three days before
over to Ronald Reagan is sound despite
a pressing need to find ways to counter i he yields the White House to Reagan,
the president said he firmly believes
inflation,.unemployment and a growing
the nation is "stronger, wealthier, more
Soviet "war machine."
compassionate and freer than it was
With only four days left in his adfour years ago. I am proud of that fact.
ministration, Carter eschewed the
And I believe the Congress should be
traditional State of the Union speech to
proud as well.a joint session of Congress and made
his assessment Friday in a 76-page
State of the Union written message to
Congress.
-. The document summarized Carter's
actions during four years in the White
House and also set out the legislative
A free program of adult basic educapriorities he would have pursued if he
tion has begun in Calloway County with
had been re-elected.
evening classes on Mondays and TuesThey would have included a tax
day at North Elementary School, sponcredit to offset increases in Social
sored by Murray State University and
Security, national health insurance and
the KentOcky Department of Educawelfare reform.
tion.
In a briefing on the message,
Marlene Beach is teaching the
domestic policy adviser Stuart
classes from 6 to 9 p.m. Persons may
Eizenstat predicted that the legislative
enroll by attending the class any time
items with a chance of passing under
within the next two weeks.
Reagan's Republican leadership inThe program is available to residents
clude liberalized tax allowances for
of Calloway County who are at least 16
depreciation of business property.
years of age, do not have a high school
Carter's message warned that Soviet
diploma and are not now enrolled in the
forces "remain in a high state of
public school system.
readiness and they could move into
Trained paraprofessionals also arc
Poland on short notice."
available to provide instruction in the
The Soviets generally have "built a
home of those who are unable to attend.
war machine far beyond any
Cooperating with the Calloway Counreasonable requirements for their own
ty school system on the adult education
defense and security. In contrast, our
project.are the Adult Basic Education
own defense spending declined in real
Unit in 1le Bureau of Instruction of the
terms every year from 1968 through
Kentucky 'Department of Education
1976," Carter said.
and Murray State.
As for Iran and the U.S. hostages held
Additional information about tha prothere, Carter reiterated that the United
gram including the paraprofessional inStates "has no basic quarrel" with that
struction may be obtained by telephonnation. "The threat to them comes not
ing 762-6971.
from American policy but from Soviet

Free Program Of
Adult Basic Education
Begins In County

inside today
The Murray High Tigers took Mayfield into overtime Friday and came
out a winner over the Cardinals. For complete details of the sin,see Page
Sot today's sports section,
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Mostly sunny
Mostly sunny today highs in the
low 30s. Clear tonight lows in the
low 20s to mid 20s. Sunny and
warmer Sunday with highs near
40. Winds northwest 5 to 15 mph
today, decreasing to less than 10
mph tonight.
Kentucky Extended Weather
Fair and mild with highs in the
40s Monday and mid 40s to mid
5fks Tuesday and Wednesday
.0oratnres mid 2Bitto mid
1,a-305
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Miss Sherry Lynn Morris Is Wed
To Mr. Travis At First Church

74
,

Miss Sherry Lynn Moms
and Barry Lee Travis were
married on Saturclay. Dec. 6,
at 6.30 p.m. at the First Baptist Church with Kenneth
Hoover of Owensboro ot
floating at the candlelight
ceremony
rt-N bride is the daughter Id
Mr aMrs. Teddy Morris of
Murray . She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Boone Duke of Benton and Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph C. Moms of
Murray , and the great granddaughter of Mrs. Ella May
Gordon of Alton, ill
The gronin is the son of Mr
and Mrs. Ike M. Travis of
Murray.
A program of„nuptial music
was presented by Gary McClure and SandraDuncan.
The church --altar was
centered' with a
canetabrum arch and flanked
by
'Hatching
white
candelabra. Greenery was
draped from the candelabra
White fans centered with pink
_silk roses and pink and teal
blue ribbon- accented the
greenery. The family pews
were marked - by lighted
candles, white fans, flowers,
and ribbon.
The Bride
The bride, escorted to the
fdttwr and given
in -marriage by her parents,
wore a formal length gown of
white silk organza trimmed
with Alencon lace..The empire
fitted lace bodice was accented by a Queen Ann
neckline and shepherdess She wore a long sleeved,
sleeyes. with deep lace cuffs. straight side split formal gown
Her circular skirt and chapel of teal blue.velour.
The bridesmaids were Dontrain were enhanced with lace
na Tucker, Cindy McClure,
and a double flounce ruffle.
The headdress created for Cindy Grogan. and Candy
the gown Was an open crown JackSon who wore teal blue
juliet with a silk illusion veil quiana dresses identical to
edged with matching Alencon that of the matron of honor.
Each of the attendants carlace. The gown and veil were
accented with tiny seed ried a white fan decorated
pearls. She carried a crescent with pink and teal flowers and
bouquet of teal blue and pink ribbons, and wore pink silk
silk flowers with baby's roses and baby's breath in
their hair.
breath.
Miss Chantelle Holden.
During the recessional the
bride paused to present her flower girl, wore a full length
new mother-in-law with a light blue dress with
white rose, and the grown did miniature pink and teal
likewise to his new mother-in- flowers. In her hair she wore
law.
baby's breath and a pink silk
For the tradaional rose.
something old the bride wore a
The Groom
The groom was attired in a
strand of pearls belonging to
her maternal grandmother: white tailed tuxedo with a
something new was her Shoes; white shirt and matching vest.'
something borrowed was her His boutonniere was a pink
,diess from her sister, Teri silk rose with baby's breath.
Billy Kinsolving served as
.Futrell. which she wore on her
.wedding _day; and something best man. The groomsmen
blue was her blue and white were Ronnie Harrison, Bob
Thurman, Bill Wilson, and
garter.
Mrs. Futrell served as Ken Morris. brother of, the
matron of honor for her sister. bride.
The ushers were Tommy
Futrell. brother-in4aw of the

Coming Community Events Are Listed
I

Chapter M of P. E. 0.
Sisterhood will have a luncheon at 12 noon at the home of
Mrs. John Quertermous with
Mrs. Morgan Sisk as
cohostess.

Mr. and Mrs. Barry Lee Travis

MOVIES
IN MURRAY
Thru Thur. Jon. 29
20 9:25 2:00 Sat. sui,
Day Porton

bride, along with Morris. reception was held in the
Thurman,and Wilson.
Fellowship Hall of the church.
Chris Vaden and Jeremiah
Mrs. Alice Notes, aunt of the
Notes, cousins .of the bride. bride. Mrs. Della Duncan,
served as ring bearers.
.
Mrs. Sue Taylor, and Connie
The men attendants, ushers;.Taylor, cousins of the groom,
and ring bearers, along with served as hostesses and were
the fathers of the bridal cou- presented corsages of pink
ple, wore matching navy blue silk roses.
tuxedoes and how ties with
The bride's - table was
white shirts tipped with teal covered with a white silk
blue. Pink silk roses were used cfoth. A silver candelabrum
for their boutonnieres.
with pink silk roses and a
For her daughter's wedding, white fan decorated with pink
Mrs. Morris wore a royal blue roses and teal blue ribbon
gown of quiana with white served as the table centerelbow length .gloves. Mrs. piece. The two tiered founlain
Travis chose to wear for her wedding cake was topped with
son'; wedding a formal gown pink silk flowers and • flowers
of mauve quiana with chiffon were also placed around the
cape. Their corsages were of fountain.
pink silk roses.
After a short wedding trip to
Corsages of pink roses were Nashville, Tenn., the new Mr.
presented to Mrs. Boone Duke and Mrs. Travis are now
and Mrg. Ralph Morris, residing in their mobile home
grandmothers of the bride, oh Murray Route 3.
and to Mts. Jerry Don Neale,
Rehearsal Dinner
sister of the groom.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee M. Travis,
Mrs. Kenneth ;Janie I Suiter parents of the groom, enterpresided at the guest register tained the wedding party with
at a table decorated with a a rehearsal dinner at the Colwhite fan centered with pink °Mal House Smorgasbord.
silk roses and teal blue ribbon
Places were set for about 30
with a candle.
guests. The bridal couple
Reception
presented gifts to their attenFollowing the ceremony a dants.

HEALTH
How can you help?

.ONO*
TOWN

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
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DEAR DR LAMB _—
Recently I lost someone very
dear to me and the immediate
cause of death was listed as
cardiac arrest secondary to
anterior myocardial infarction. When she died I couldn't
tell if she was having a heart
attack or a stroke She
seemed to weaken in her legs
and complained of her eyes
but didn't complain of chest
pain She vomited at first and
appeared to have an upset
stomach When I realized that
it was more than that I called
for an ambulance Was there
anything that I could have
done to keep her alive? I've
been living with a guilt complex that perhaps I didn't get
help in time,.
DEAR READER — It is
natural to look back and ask if
you could have done better.
Most people do the best they
can in the light of the information that they have at the
time Now that you know she
had a heart attack you are
looking at it with information
which was not available to
you at the hole.
If she was able to communicate, as your letter implies,
she did not have cardiac
arrest at that moment If a
person still has a pulse and
doesn't have heart or respiratory arrest one of the best
things you can do is to simply
call an ambulance If the
heart stops and there is no
pulse then you can use CardioPulmonary Resuscitation
(CPR), if you know ho*
The use of CPR is. discussed
in The Health Letter number
7-4. Save a Life Heart and
Lung Arrest. which I am sending you. Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me, in care
of this newspaper. P.O. Box

Saturday,Jaa. 17
'fain Lakers Good Sam
Recreational Vehicle Chapter
of West Kentucky will meet at
6 p.m for a soup and dessert
supper at the Conununity
Room of the North Branch of
the Peoples Bank with Harold
and Ruth Eversmeyer as
wagonniasters, assisted by
Jack and Betty Wagar.

1551, Radio City Station. New
York, NY 10019. I think all
adults should know how to do
this. The respiratory part is
being taught in grade schools
in some places.
In some communities the
Red Cross or the local chapter
of the American Heart Association sponsors courses in
learning how to do CPR.
DEAR DR. LAMB — My
boyfriend is 21 years old, 6
feet and weighs 180 pounds,
Will you please tell me the
risks involved in his drinking
one gallon to two gallons of
milk every day? He seems
perfectly healthy except he
miry sleeps four to six hours
every night.
DEAR READER — As you
know I believe one should
"individualize not generalize"
when you are talking about

diet. Whether or not that
much milk is harmful to him
depends upon how his individual body responds to it. If he
happens to be a little fat and
not just muscle, then the extra
calories in the butterfat could
be a problem for him.
If he happens to have a high
blood cholesterol level, I
would recommend that he
switch to fortified skim milk
to avoid both the saturated fat
and the cholesterol in whole
milk. That would also help
him limit his calorie intake in
case he needs to eliminate any
body tat.
Now if his cholesterol level
is all right — meaning low
normal — and he is not obese
and tolerates this much milk
without symptoms, there is
not likely to be anything
wrong with it. When he gets
older and needs to limit his
calories or has a change in
cholesterol levels, then he
might need to be careful to
stick to fortified skim milk.
I don't think his milk drinkThe Murray Chapter of Na- ing has anything to do with his
tional Secretaries Association sleping habits
(Int, will meet Monday, Jan.
19. at 7 p.m. at the University
Branch of the Bank of Murray.
Special guest speaker will
be Betty Lester, CPS.
secretary to Clay Zerbe, plant
manager at Union Carbide,
The Penny Homemakers
Paducah. She is a member of
the Kentucky Lake Chapter, is Club will meet Monday. Jan.
vice-president of the Kentucky 19, at 1 p.m. at the home of
Secretaries Division, and Kathryn Walker. All members
teaches Part 5 of the CPS arc urged to attend.
Violet Johnson was hostess
Review Course.
• The theme of the Monday for the December potluck lunmorning will be ''Letter cheon held at her home with
Parker, president,
Writing," according. to a
chapter spokesman who urges presiding and Mrs. Walker
giving the devotion
all members to attend.

Secretaries Will
Meet On Monday

Penny Homemakers
To Meet Monday
At Walker Home

Muoday,Jan, 19
Ladies Winter Tennis
league will meet at 9:15 a.m.
at the home of Peggy Billington to go to Kenlake to play
at 10 am. A potluck salad luncheon for Mickey Gottfried
will be at 12 noon at the Billington home
Conununity
Chorus will
practice at 7:30 p.m. in the
meeting room of the Calloway
Public Library. 'This is open to
all interested persons.

Events at Murray State
University Student Center will
include a film festival at 2:30
New Providence Riding p.m. and
performances by
Club Winter Horse Show will Doug King,
magician.
be held at 4:30 p.m. at the
West Kentucky Livestock and
Basketball games between
Exposition Center, College Murray Middle School
boys
Farm Road.
and girls and Benton teams
will be at 6 p.m. at Murray.
Murray State University
Men's basketball team will
Tri-Alpha of Murray High
play Middle Tennessee at 7:30 School
will meet at 6430 p.m.
p.m. in Racer Arena, Murray.
Penny Homemakers Club
Square and round dancing
will meet at the home of Mrs.
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the
Johnnie Walker at 1p.m.
Woodmen of the World Hall.
All proceeds will go to the
-Blue Grass State CB Club is
Calloway County Rescue scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.
at
Squad. The Country Sound
Joe's Family Restaurant.
Band will donate their talents
and the WOW will donate the
Theta Department of Muruse of the building.
ray Woman's Club will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the club house
Community wide shower for
with the program to be given
Debbie Chadwick and sons, by Dr.
and Mrs. Castle Parker
Jason and Justin, will be held
on their travels in China.
from 2 to 4 p.m. at the Poplar
Spring Baptist Church.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
Alcoholics Anonymous and
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the Lodge
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at Hall.
the west end of the West Kentucky Livestock and ExposiCalloway County Association Center.
tion for Retarded Citizens is
•
Chili supper for NAACP scheduled to meet at -1 Oim. in
members will be at 6 p.m. at - the Special Education
the Douglas Community Building, Murray State.
Center.
Recovery, Inc.. will meet at
Special program, "6 Super
7:30 pan.afthe Health Center,
Saturdays," will be at 2 p.m. North Seventh '11(1 Olive
at First United Methodist
Streets.'
Ai •
Church. For information call
Barbara Shores.
Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open Tor activities by
Concert by the Senior High the Senior Citizens from 10
Bands at the Festival at Mur- a.m. to 2 p.m. with lunch at
ray State University will be at Hazel at 11(45 a.m. and at
7 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium. Douglas at 12 noon. •
adAission will be $4..
Golden Circle ,Glass of
Gospel singing featuring Memorial Baptist.Chlich will
Smith Brothers of Calvert City meet with June Cottrell
at 7
will be at 7 p.m. at the New p.m.
Zion Missionary Baptist Church.
Youth Prayer Breakfast will
be at 7:30 a.M. at the
Sunday, Jan. 18
Fellowship Hall, First Baptist
Voices of Praise singing 'Church.
group will perform at 7 p.m. at,
the new Student Center at
Betty Sledd Group of First
Murray State. Admission is Baptist Church Women will
free.
meet at 9 a.m. with Mrs. Pain
Gibbs,
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
Front Porch Swing, a group
will have an installation of ofof female barber shop singers,
ficers at 2:30 p.m. at the lodge
will meet at 7 p.m. at the First
hall. Clarissa Thorn will be inChristian Church.
stalled as worthy advisor.

The Theta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Monday, Jan. 19, at 7:30
p.m. at the club house.
Dr. and Mrs. Castle Parker
will present a program on
their travels in the country of
China.
Hostesses will be Mrs.
Parker, Betty Beaman, and
Helen Beal.
Dr. Farouk K. Umar, native
of Iraq, was the speaker at the
last meeting held at the club
house. He discussed the
culture and customs of his
native country, and commented on current international affairs.
He was introduced by Martha Guier, program chairman
Martha Enix, department
chairman, presided. Naomi
Rogers and Colleen Peacock
are new members of the
department.
Reports were given as
follows: Arthritis Foundation
Drive by Thelma Warford;
Stanley sales by Alexa Starks,
contest by Wilma Beatty.
Hostesses for the meeting
were Mrs. Beatty, Bess
Kerlick. and Lucy Forrest.

Retir, es of Local 1068 UAW
of the 1 appan Company and
retirees of other locals are
scheduled to meet for a
covered dish supper at 5:30
p.m. at the First Christian
Church.
Murray TOPS i take off
pounds sensibly ) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.

Christiap Women's Club of
Murray will meet at 12 noon at
the
Colonial
House
Smorgasbord.

Senior Adult Fellowship of
First Baptist Church will meet
at 12 noon at the Fellowship
Hall for a covered dish luncheon and program by Dr. Irma Collins.
Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
of the West Kentucky
I.ivestock and Exposition
Center.
Singles Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
meet at the church building at
7 p.m.

Parents Anonymous will
meet at 6:30 p.m. For inforMurray Assembly No. 19 mation
call 753-5995 or 435Order of the Rainbow for Girls 4385.
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Richard Valentine Puppets
Events at new Student. will perform at 10 a.m. and
Center, Murray State Univer- 3:30 p.m. in the green room at
sity, will be a cartoon festival the Old Freight Depot, City'
at I p.m. and barbershop County Park.
quartet, Kentucky Transfer,
Music Department of Murpeforming throughout the day
at various locations in the ray Woman's Club will meet
at 7 3(1p.m. at the club house.
building.

, Please Note This Change: Friday's
ad should have read 9-3 for Mon.Thurs. lobby hours.
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Effective January 1,1981
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Drive By Windows

Lobbies
9:00 A.M.

8:00 A.M.

3:00 P.M.

4:00 P.M.

9:00 AM.1

8:00 A.M.
IS

1 6:00 P.M.

6:00 P.M.

Closed All Day Saturday & Sunday

HOME FEDERAL
Savings & Loan
1201 Main Murray. Ky.
Main Branch 1601 Broadway Paducah

AI

John C. Quertermous, M.D.

43:

Et Russell E. Howard, M.D.
of

INTERNAL MEDICINE
ASSOCIATES
announce the association of

John R. Quertermous, M.D.
for the practice of

INTERNAL MEDICINE
at

Telephone
(502)753-5161

205 South Eighth Street
Office Hours
Murray, Kentucky
by appointment

Sale Starts Thursday
9:00 A.M.

PRICE
2 SALE
All Sales Final - Exchanges Where Possible
.

,1Frew.
946.

PATIENT DISMISSED
Mary Elaine Vance of Murray lkoute 6 was dismissed
Jan. 1 from the Community
Hospital, Mayfield.

A
rec
elm
will
typi
pori
Pan

200

Monday,Jan. 19.
Murray-Calloway County
Baseball Association will
meet at 6 p.m. at the Federal
and Savings and Loan,
Seventh and Main Streets. All
interested persons are invited.

Theta Department
Group Will Hear
Program On China

Tuesday, Jan. 28
Midday,Jan. 19
Senior Citizens Centers will
Murray Chapter of National
Secretanes Int. I will be held be open as follows: Dexter at
at 7 p.m. at the University 9:30 a.m.; Hazel and Douglas
Branch of the Bank of Murray from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Eats
with Betty I.e= ter, CPS, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Paducah, as speaker.
Murray Optimist Club is
scheduled to meet at 6 p.m at
Tuesday,Jan. NI
the Boston Tea Party.
Free Mix d pressure check
will be he'd from 12 noon to 2
Willing Workers Sunday
p.m. at the Seventh Day School Class
of Sinking Spring
Adventist Church, South 15th Baptist Church
will meet at
and Sycamore Streets
the home of Carol Turner.
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Mutray Business News Briefs
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Action Personnel Local
Employment Agency
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Action Personnel is a
recently-formed
private
employment agency which
will place individuals in all
types of permanent and temporary positions, according to
Pamela Underwood,owner.
Bonded'end licensed by the
state of Kentucky, Action Personnel has no boundary lines
although about 90 percent of
its clients are in the west Kentucky area, Underwood said.
The agency gives the
employer direct access to a
large pool of human
resources, Underwood said.
Action Personnel come in contact with more job seekers
than most employers, she added.
Action Personnel, linking
with other employment offices, enables the employer to
locate hard-to-find personnel
in distant cities, Underwood
said. This network adds
recruiters to the employer's
staff without additional
salary, advertising and travel
expenses,she said.

Advantages of the service
include that it saves time, it
prescreens applicants, placement fees are tax deductable
and prompt action is given.
?A former director of the
Jackson Purchase Area
Health Education System,
Underwood said employers
contact her concerning
available
jobs
and
characteristics of desired
employees. She then checks
her list of clients and also
advertises the position.
References and the
background of applicants are
reviewed by Underwood
before they are sent to an
employer for an interview.
A fee is charged by Underwood when an employer hires
an applicant, Underwood said.
However, employers are not
obligated to hire the applicants and applicants are
not obligated to accept jobs,
she added
Underwood said employer
response to the '-service has
been •'very responsive."

Applicants are interviewed
by Underwood and given a
test. She also counsels applicants on how to act, what
questions to ask and what to
wear during an interview.
Underwood has a Bachelor
of Science and a Master of
Arts from Murray State
University, where she also
was named to "Who's Who in
American Colleges and
Universities."
The wife of Max I.. Underwood, Underwood has been active in several health-related
boards and committees, Including the Project Review
Committee of the Kentucky
Health Systemshtgency West.
She
wag
named
"Outstanding Young Woman
of America" for 1979.
Underwood and her husband
have one son, John Joseph.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Eurie Garland.
For more information concerning Actien Personnel, call
Underwood at 753-6532
between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m.

Stock Market Up For
Third Straight Session
By CHET CURRIER
Telephbne & Telegraph,
AP Business Writer
posted notable gains.
NEW YORK ; AP i ,- The
The Dow Jones average of
stock market edged upward
for the third straight session 30 industrials rose 3.32 to'
,973.29, a level fractionally
Friday
as
anticipation
mounted of a possible agree- higher than where it stood two
ment to free the U.S. hostages weeks ago.
in Iran.
In the interim, the average
Two of the market's biggest soared above 1,000 and then
names,International Business tumbled back again on a
Machines and American
wellknown investment adviser's recommendation to
sell everything."

Rent

AMERICA'S HOST
dry dexter for carpets.
200 E. Main

753-8201

=CM
RENTAL SALES
CENTER

-

said the U.S. and Iran had only
to agree on the official
language of a plan for freeing
the hostages.
Oil issues, which led the
market higher on Thursday,
were actively traded again in
Friday's session. Mobil rose'-2
to 817.; Exxon .
1 to 80, and
Standard Oil of Indiana 14 to
773..

But Union Oil of California
was down 1 t3 at 45,8; Phillips
Friday's advance, coming Petroleum dropped II. to 571-2.
atop gains of 1.37 Wednesday' and Atlantic Richfield lost 1 i
and 3.50 Thursday, left the to 6314.
average with a net advance of
At the American Stock Ex4.60 for the week.
change, Gulf Canada picked
New York Stock Exchange up Ili to 21; Houston Oil &
volume totaled 43.26 million % Minerals 14 to 53'2, and
shares, against 39.64 million Ranger Oil of Canada . to
Thursday.
17,4.
IBM led the active list as of
The Amex market value inthe 4 p.m. close of the NYSE, dex climbed
3.65 to 347.94, and
up 1 at 6614. The company the NASDAQ composite
index
reported fourth-quarter earn- for the over-thecounter
ings of $2.11 a share, up from
market rose 1.28to 201.13.
$1.73 in the like period a year
The daily tally on the NYSE
earlier.
showed about four gainers for
American Telephone &
every three stocks that lost
Telegraph, also active, gained
ground, and the exchange's
P4 to 50,
8. A federal judge composite
index was up .34 at
said AT&T and the Justice
77.33.,
Department had reached a
proposed settlement of the
Standard & Poor's index of
department's six-year-old an- 400 industrials gained .60 to
titrust case against the com- 153.20, and S&P's 500-stock
pany.
composite index added .55 to
News reports late in the day 134.77.

EMPLOYEE
OF THE MONTH
Patsy
Edwards
Patsy Edwards (sitting)
was chosen last week as
Landolt LTD's employee of
the month. Mrs. Edwards
was chosen on the basis of
cooperation, quality work
and productivity. She has
been with the company for
eight months, and is seen
here with her final repair
assembly supervisor Phyllis
Hill.
Patsy and Phyllis

LANDOLT LIMITED
111 E. Poplar, Murray

U.S. Homeowners
Behind In Payments
Shows Decline

Pamela Underwood

British Leyland Story Similar
To Chrysler; Seeks Cash Aid
NEW YORK I. AP
Suffer- predictions that are dashed by
ing from the shocks of higher events and
be repeated prooil prices, declinirig sales and mises that
no more bailouts
rising Japanese competition, will be
needed.
a major automaker went to its
Chrysler got approval from
government for a cash infu- the
government's loan
sion to keep from failing.
guarantee board fur another
, But the problems have con- $400 million
in government
tinued an now the automaker guaranteed
loans this past
is back, seeking more money week. Although
some hurdles
to avoid slashing payrolls remain as the
company comeven further.
pletes agreements with its
That could be a description bankers, employee
s and supof Chrysler Corp., which has pliers, it appears
that
again avoided a trip to Chrysler will survive
its curbankruptcy court, but it is in rent crisis.
fact the story of British
Chairman I.ee Iacocca says
Leyland, once the largest auto this cash infusion
is likely to
company in Britain.
be the last the company will
There are major differences need. He called
it ''a breakbetween the problems. facing even planbased on disaster,the two companies, but there 'meaning' that
even with the
are
also impressive most conservative
Sales
similarities. .The history of forecasts Chrysler
would not
both bailouts has been need more
money.
characterized by optiniistic
But those Sales forcasts call

John Reed Quertermous
To Join Medical Practice
John Reed Quertermous,
M.D., will join John C.
Quertermous, M.D , and
Russell E. Howard, M.D., for
internal medicine practice at
the Internal Medicine
Associates, 205 S. 8th St., on
Jan. 19.
Quertermous received his
M.D. degree in 1977 from the
'University of Louisville. He
completed the specialty of internal medicine at Baptist
Memorial Hospital in July
1980 in Memphis.
This month, Quertermous
completed internal medicine
training at the Mayo Clinic.
Quertermous is a graduate
of Murray High School and obtained his Bachelor of Science
in 1973 from Murray State
University.
While at MSU,Quertermous
was a member of the Pi Kappa
Alpha social fraternity, the
Omicron Delta Kappa
honorary society and the

Maurice Humphrey
Joins Staff At
Strout Realty
Maurice Humphrey recently joined the staff of Strout
Realty, 1912 Coldwater Road,
Murray.
Humphrey received his real
estate license nine years ago.

for the company to get 9.0 percent of a combined domestic
and import car market of 9.6
million models in 1981. In 1980,
the company got 8.67 percent
of a 8.9 million car market, indicating that forecast is less
than a sure thing. ••
If all works out, Chrysler
will survive until Ronald
Reagan takes office, and
perhaps for many more years.
But if it again slips and asks
for more government help,the
British Leyland precedent
may serve to remind the
government that some
bailouts delay problems, not
solve them.
In
other
business
developments this past week:
-The government's antitrust case against American
Telephone & Telegraph' Co.
went to trial after years of
preparation, and then halted
as what the judge called
-essentially complete" settlement was reached. Details
were not released. The
government had wanted to
dismantle the company.

WASHINGTON, D.C.- The improvement in the rate of all
number of American past due accounts was athomeowners 30 to 59 days tributable entirely to tie.
behind in their mortgage decline in the delinquency
rate
payments showed a modest on FHA loans. He pointed
out
decline in the third quarter of that delinquencies in
con1980, but the number ventional loans and
VA loans
delinquent for more than 90 rose.
days climbed slightly, ac"While the drop in
cording to a survey recently delinquencies in the
FFIA
conducted by the Mortgage category is welcome, it
would
Bankers Association of be premature at this
point to
America I MBA
say delinquency rates- in
MBA's National Delinquen- general have peaked,"
hc
cy Survey is the only national said.
study of delinquency rates
Hardest hit for the second
among all types of lending in- quarter in a row
was the
stitutions and represents 7.3 region comprised
of Illinois,
million mortgage loans and Indiana, Michigan,
Ohio arid
$178.2 billion of debt.
Wisconsin. The third quarter
The delinquency rate for delinquency' rate for
the five
those 30 days past due states was 6.54 percent
for all
declined from 3.65 percent of mortgage loans 30
days or
all loans at the end of June more past due,compared
with
1980, to 3.58 percent on Sep- the 5.03 perceqt
rate for the
tember 30, 1980. However, rest of the nation. This
follows
those past due 90 days or more all time highs for the
region in
climbed from 0.56 percent of each of the two previous
quarall loans at the end of June to ters.
0.59 percent by the end of SepHarter said the effects of the
tember.
economic slowdown- in the
The rate for all loans past automotive, steel, and
rubber
due 30 days or more, which is industries have had
an obthe sum of all those accounts vious impact on the
ability of
past due 30, 60, and 90 days or homeowners to meet
their
more, dropped from 5.06 per- mortgage payments
.
cent at the end of June to 5.03
The survey also revealed
.percent on September 30.
that foreclosures rose during
MBA Chief Economist the third quarter, although
no
Thomas Harter said that the records were set.

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
Licensed For
Commercial 8. Residential

Call 436-2372
Murray ky.

To Help Your Company Keep Growing,
You Need An Accountant
With Your Kind Of Drive.

Dr. John R. Quertermous
Racer golf team. ..
Quertermous is married to
the former Teresa Shuler,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ted
R. Shuler of Memphis.
Mrs. Quertermous holds a
Bachelor of Science in nursing
from the University of Tennessee and has worked in the
intensive care units at the
Baptist Memorial Hospitals in
Nashville awl Memphis.
The Quertermouses reside
at Route 2, Murray'.

Carter Okays
Hold On Phone
Excise Tax

If you were looking for a
small tax cut on your
telephone bill this month, you
will not find it. President
Carter has signed legislation
to -hold the telephone excise
tax at two percent rather than
reduce it to the expected one
percent at the end of 1980.
According to Marvin Orgill,
South Central Bell district
manager, that will keep the
excise tax at its present two
percent level through 1981.
Under this legislation, the tax
will drop to one percent for
1982.
"By freezing the tax the
federal government will
Maurice Humphrey
receive some $358 million in
He formerly was employed by revenues
it would not have
Waldrop Realty.
realized ifthe tax had dropped
A resident of Murray, Hum- to one percent,"
he said.
phrey retired in May 1979 as a
From the mid-1950s until
soil scientist from the soil con- 1972,
the excise tax was,10 perservation service.
cent on most local and longHumphrey invited all his. distance
calls. In 197:3 and
friends and past clients to each
year thereafter, the rate
come by the Strout Realty of- has
been reduced one percenfice to discuss any type of real
tage point as part of a- plan to
estate needs.
phase it out entirely

In today's business climate its not easy for a business to grow. It has
token determination drive,
and your total personal ineolvement to build your company to its present size
And you don t plan to
stop now
That is why I can be important to you. I share your belief in personal relationshi
ps like you I value
new ideas and I recognize the need for hard facts to aid the fost. practical
decisions that affect your
company's growth and your own finances
My counsel experience and expertise are
available to you in every area of business payroll.
sales and income taxes financing arrangements
cash management and budgeting. pension and
profit-shoring plans and tax and financial planning.
Certified Public Accountants perform the full range
of accounting services

CPA

More than a title, a's a profession

Michael H. Keller
Certified Public Accountant
,C
.
S. 6th Street
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753-8918
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We at the

Bank of Murray

f'

offer our

Congratulations
to
John Reed
Quertermous
Pamela Underwood
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Thoughts
In Season

Washington Today
By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
AP Pofitical Writer
WASHINGTON
API - A local
television station the other night aired a
1952 movie called, "The Winning
Team," based on the life of Grover
Cleveland Alexander, the Hall of Fame
baseball pitcher Playing the lead was
Ronald Reagan.
Watching the movie, it was hard to
judge the leading man's performance
/
1
4 without being aware that in five days he
would become the 40th President of the
United States,
Clearly, an unfair standard for judging an actor's performance in a longforgotten movie.
But starting at noon on Tuesday.
when Reagan raises his right hand and
pledges to uphold the Constitution, life
will become very unfair to the former
actor. It goes with the job.
For the next year or more, Reagan
Will have to suffer through the refusal
of people to forget his campaign
rhetoric.
During the past four years. the
Republican National Committee had a
wonderful time periodically updating
its list of Jimmy Carter campaign pro'mutes and noting his failure to keep
many of them.
It will surprise no one that the
Democratic National Committee is

Bible Thought
For the promise is unto you, and
to your children, and to all that are
afar off, even as many as the Lord
our God shall call. Acts 2:39.
How wonderful that Peter's sermon on the day of Pentecost included us Even though we were -afar
off," God was able to reach us in
His love

compiling a similar accounting in
Reagan pronuses.
The weather seems determined to be
as unfair to Reagan as it was to Carter
The winter of 1981 is proving to be the
coldest since the winter of 1977 when
Carter moved into the White House and
was confronted with fuel shortages
caused by unusually frigid weather.
No one really expects the forces that
drive the economy: to be any kinder to
Reagan than they: were to Carter
Whether Reagan proves better able to
tame the economic winds than was
Carter remains to be seen.
"We didn't get into this mess overnight and we won't get out of it overnight," is becoming a dominant theme
of Reagan aides.
If the top officials of the new administration have their way, their first
few months in power will be devoted to
dealing with the economy,to taking advantage of the anticipated political
honeymoon with Congress to push
through the measures they believe are
essential to curing inflation.
Those include tough decisions on
budget cuts as well as the controversial
proposal for a three-year cut in income
tax rates.
But, will the rest of the world give the
new president the break he wants?
Several areas of the world seem on
the edge of possibly exploding into the
sort of international crisis that could
wipe out the new administration's
dream of concentrating on domestic affairs.
For the incoming administration, the
question seems not whether there will
be a crisis but where — Central
America. Poland, the Middle East,
Korea or someplace no one is watching
that closely at the moment.

SaRAIRSTIE
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All lettersmust be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray,Ky. 42071.
By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst

Carter Didn't Mention
Economic Problems
NEW YORK 1AP — Jimmy Carter
said farewell to the nation but he didn't
even mention the economic problems
that plague it and which ppbably did
more than anything else to retire him
from the presidency.
As president. Ronald Reagan won't
have the same option. He must attack
the economic dangers and
so quickly, or else risk undermining all his other
plans, and maybe the future of
Republicans too.
The nation's economic problems have
worsened since November. and not
much if anything has been done about
them. To begin with, double-digit inflation and interest rates are probably
more entrenched than ever, but even
they are only measurements of the
deadly internal illnesses.
In speaking off the record with
business and financial people, one of
• the deep-seated problems that reveals
itself is a doubt about whether America
will ever regain its competitive advantages in the economic arena. Nobody
says it for the record, but some say the
record says it.
The automotive industry is in bad
shape, and Ford and General Motors
will remind you — and have done so for
the record — that the illness isn't
restricted to Chrysler, its lenders and
its suppliers.
Housing, that other pillar of the
economy, has been undermined from a
variety of interrelated"''directions:
Labor and material costs, high down-
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Dogmatists the world over
believe that although the truth is
known to them, others will be led
into false beliefs provided they
are allowed to hear the arguments on both sides.
Russell believed that dogmatists
could lead the world to one of two
misfortunes. If they conquered the
world, they could "prohibit all new
ideas;" if they didn't, they would
preach hatred against those who held
different views from themselves. "The
first (misfortune I," Russell wrote,
"makes civilization static, the second
tends to destroy it completely. Against
both, the teacher should be the main
safeguard."

Looking Back

Echoes From The Past By Judy Maupin

10 Years Ago
A breakin occurred at the HoustonMcDevitt Clinic, Inc., last night, according to a report made by Dr. Ray Ammons to the Murray Police Department. A large quantity of drugs and
money from the vending machines was
reported stolen.
Deaths reported include I. W. Rogers,
83.
A sales scheme that saddles participants with over-priced merchandise, the chain referral, is again being
revived, the Murray Chamber of Commerce warned today.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.

and Mrs. David Stokes on Jan. 13.

The Great Earthquake

The marriage of Miss Betty Hart,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Hart of
Murray Route 5, and Vince Charles
Tusa, Jr.,son of Mr. and Mrs. Tusa,Sr.,
Waco, Texas, was solemnized at Fort
Smith, Ark.

Before I continue the narrative of the
formation of Reelfoot Lake and the earthquake of 1812 which caused its birth, I
must make a correction of something
that was in last week's column. Thanks
to the alertness of Mr. Ira Taylor, who
pointed out my error, I realized that I
had placed Reelfoot Lake in Fulton
County, Kentucky. Even though I am
unfamiliar with that part of the country, I should have checked more closely
and found that the lake is just south of
Fulton County, in Obion County. Tennessee.
Now to continue Mr. Merrill's account:
;Strange and fearful phenomena accompanied the shocks. The noise, which
was most often described as a thunder'
like rumbling, was heard as far away
as the Atlantic Coast. In West Kentucky
the sounds were more varied and intense. The phenomena began with 'distant rumbling sounds, succeeded by
discharges, as if a thousand pieces of
artillery were suddenly exploded.'
Roaring, whistling, and hissing sounds
were heard, and all observers agreed
that the tumult was essentially unlike
any sound they had ever heard before.
"Although the first shock came during the night, in subsequent daytime
shocks the atmosphere was darkened
by a smoke or fog that persisted several
hours after the vibrations ceased."
Observers noted the smell of sulfur
and burning brimstone, accorophied
by weird lights and flashes, similar to
gas fires or lightning.
West of the Mississippi in 1812, the
population was sparse enough that probably not many deaths resulted from
the quake — with the exception of those
unfortunates who happened to be
traveling on the Mississippi River.
"Above New Madrid the river bottom
rose and formed a six foot waterfall
that stretched entirely across the river.
Boats were swept over this barrier until

John Hodge, Donald R. Maley, Jo
Ellen Mashew, Donna Honchul, Andrea
Kemper,Gary Pendergraff, and Philip
Kim Smith, students from Murray,
have been elected to the Kentucky
Alpha Chapter of Alpha Chi honor society at Murray State University.

20 Years Ago
"A Guide To The Future" has been
prepared by the Calloway County Extension Service with help from the
Calloway County Agricultural Exten,
sion Council and the County Agent's office pdsonnel, according to Wilkam E.
Hendon, president of the Council.
The Murray High School Debate
Team with Mrs. W. Z. Carter as coach
'won honors on Jan. 14 at the Invitational Debate Tournament held at
Bowling Green. Team members included Sandra Lilly, Joe Overby, Judy
Cooper, Evelyn Williams, Ann Story,
Susan Evans, Phillip Sparks, and Mar-

yin Long.
The Murray Rotary Club will sponsor
the play, -The Helpmate," by Variety
International Productions of Houston,
Texas, on Feb. 16 at the Murray State
College auditorium.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Nichols.
The Murray State College
Thoroughbreds beat East Tennessee by
the score of 92 to 64 in a basketball
game. O'Riordian was high scorer for
Murray and Chilton for East Tennessee.

30 Years Ago

•

Business Mirror

By Ken Well
The great English philosopher and
mathematician Bertrand Russell 181219701 was a determined enemy of
dogmatism and intolerance. In an
essay on "The Fiumtions of a Teacher,"
he offered these observations:

payment requirements, extraordinary
interest rates, inability of young
families to save,lack of construction.
Food prices might go higher soon.
Last summer's heat waves forced ranchers to sell off livestock. It stabilized
some meat prices, but now herds have
to be rebuilt, and that means less meat.
This year we have begun with a freeze
in the East and South, which suggests
that extreme weather patterns are here
for a while. And then there are
droughts.
The droughts, the freezes and the
heat waves can't really be dealt with,
but many other factors can. In fact,
many of the problems that make food,
clothing, shelter and transportation
such a chore today are a result not of
bad luck but of consistently bad
economic management.
Will Reagan be able to change the
pattern? Well have some notions
within the year when we see if he can
make a dent in the size of the budget
deficit, the size of government and the
degree of inflation.
And maybe even more important
than all these is whether he can inspire
Americans into believing that they can
do the job, including that of providing
themselves with energy, just like in the
old days.
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers_
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.

Deaths reported include Mrs. Mary
A. Neale, 54, former Calloway County
Court Clerk and secretary of Local
Board No. 10 of the Selective Service.
"Buddy Ferguson of the Murray
Electric System says that wire is getting difficult to get," from the column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams.
Max Ryan King, Richard Parker,
Jeanie Mae Talent, Jerry Rose, Johnny
Pocock, Rex Paschall, Jeanette
McNutt, Stephen Sanders, Ray
Roberts, Frank White, Ila Faye Rone,
Kay Roberts, and Janet Jetton, fourth
grade students at Murray High School,
presented a musical program, directed
by Betty Davis, teacher, at the meeting
of the Calloway County Branch of the
Association of Childhood Education

40 Years Ago
Anaverage of $9.99 per hundred
weight for the sale of dark fired tobacco
on the A. G. Outland,Growers, and Farris Loose Leaf Floors has been reported
for this season.
Deaths reported this week include
Burnett Lee, 56, Grover Key, Clifford
Farris, 21, Mrs. Frances Adeline Hart,
81, Henry W. Jones, 76, Lemuel W.
Lem I Russell, the Rev. John Watson
Waters, 87, Mrs. Alice Rayburn, 76, R.
W. Chrisman, 94, and Mrs. Nancy Jane
Lamb Charlton.
Thirty-five representatitres — one
from each of the eight high schools, 22
one room schools, and five two-room
schools in Calloway County — will compete in The Ledger & Times spelling
bee here on Jan,. 18 with Mrs. George
Hart as the pronowicer. The winner will
be granted a trip to Louisville for the
state spelling bee.
Elected as officers of the Bank of
Murray were Tremon Beale, Dr. F. E.
Crawford, L. E. Wyatt, George Hart.
and L. L. Dunn. Other directors include
J. D. Sexton, Max Hurt, M.0. Wrather,
F. H. Graham, E. J. Beale, M. T. Morris, W. G. Swann, J. H. Churchill, L. N.
Moody,and Frank Beaman.
The Dees Bank of Hazel reports
assets of $161,864.95 as of Dec. 31, 1940,
in its published report. Elected as officers of the bank were C. R. Paschal,
Darwin N. White, J. Melton Marshall,
and W. H. Miller.
Clayton Williams, 165 pound junior
halfback, son of Mr. and Mrs. R. L.
Williams was named as captain of the
1941 Murray High School football team
at the banquet for the squad held at the
school an Jan. 9. Bearl Cunningham,
tackle, son of Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Cunningham, was named alternate captain.
Marriages announced this week include Idelle Batts to Dr. H. B. Bailey,
Jr..on Jan. 11.
Jesse Co Harris, NYA Area Supervisor, spoke at the meeting of the Murray Lions Club held at the National
Hotel.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
Judy Garland in' Little Nellie Kelly."

held at Wilson Hall, Murray State College.
The Murray State College
Thoroughbreds beat Tennessee Tech
for the 13th win of the basketball
season. Garrett Beshear was high
scorer for Murray and Kelley for Tennessee Tech.
In high school basketball games
Grove High beat Murray High, Almo
beat Kirksey, Benton beat Murray
Training, and New Concord beat Hazel.
High team scorers were McCreary for
Grove, Lash for Murray High, Lockhart
for Almo, Suiter for Kirksey,
Castleberry for Benton, Tucker for
Murray Training, Rowland for New
Concord, and Curd for Hazel.
The two Murray banks, Bank of Murray and Peoples Bank, will be closed on
Friday, Jan. 19 in observance of Robert
E. Lee's birthday.

it, in turn, was wiped away by the currents. Other boats were tossed about by
freak waves that rose 30 feet above the
normal water level.
As one account stated, "Many boats
were overwhelmed in this manner and
their crews perished with them. It required the utmost exertions of the men
to keep the boat in the middle of the
river, as far from the shores, sandbars
and islands as they could. Numerous
boats wrecked on the snags and old
trees thrown up from the bottom of the
Mississippi where they had quietly
rested for ages.
One interesting aftermath of the
great quake was the belief that the
events of 1811 and early 1812 were "a
warning that God was going to return to
earth and punish the wicked." As one
newspaper editor stated, "The great
scale upon which Nature is operating
should be a soletnn admonition to men
(or those animals in the shape of men)
to abandon the pitiful grovelling,
schemes of venality and corruption in
the prosecution of which they are so
ardently engaged. An honest heart
alone, can view these great events with
composure."
A religious revival was the aftermath
of the earthquake, causing in the
Western Kentucky and Tennessee area
a sudden and ardent interest in becoming re-acquainted with the church.
Especially in the riverfront towns such
as Sinithland, noted for their collection
of rowdy and uncivilized citizens, this
interest flourished for a year or two.
For instance, membefship in one
denomination grew by 50% in one year,
and one preacher noted that "in Kentucky the youth had given up dancing
a
mnedetid
drinking
n ri
gsn
tihn oufgahvorunodfoupbrte
a dyleyr
some of these "earthquake Christians"
continued in the good life, many returned to their old ways after discovering
that the earth, after all, was going to
stay in one piece for a while longer.
One interesting anecdote was told
about a church in Louisville, that
"following the first shocks of earthquake the fearful citizens of Louisville
subscribed a thousand dollars to build a
church, After awhile interest in the project waned, until another tremor jarred
a second thousand into the collection.
The cycle was repeated for a third time,
after which the earthquakes stopped foi
good. Reasoning that the wrath of God
had somehow been placated, the
keepers of the fund used the three thou.
sand dollars to build a theatre"

Humanely Speaking
'Cold Weather And Your Pet'
A recent incident of two dogs being
tied to a clothesline in the open during a
snowstorm indicates the need to repeat
information concerning the needs of
pets during winter weather. The following, written by a veterinarian, is taken
from the newsletter of the Henderson
County Humane Society:
"Most dogs and cats will thrive outside in the coldest weather that the Ohio
Valley has to offer as long as certain requirements are met.
"First, the animal needs to be coldconditioned. This means that if the
animal is going to stay outside,it should
stay outside consistently. If you let the
animal in for a few days, it only makes
the cold weather harder to bear.
"Secondly, adequate shelter should
be available for your pets. A dog house
should be of the proper size so that the
dog can warm it up with his body heat.
•A too-large dog house will allow the dog
to lose too much body heat and get chilled. The dog house should be free from
drafts. A flap should be provided over
the door to reduce heat loss. The house
should be situated so that the door is
facing downwind to the prevailing
winter winds, usually from the northwest. Adequate bedding can be provided by stew, wood shavings or
blankets.
"The third requirement for cold
weather is adequate nutrition, especially energy. Your pet may need twice as
much energy (calories) to keep his
body warm as in warm weather. Most
pets should have free access to food
during the coldest weather.
"The requirements for cats are
essentially air above. Shelter can be
provided by a wide variety of boxes,
houses and structures. If the shelter is

• available, the cat will find it.
"During periods of snow be sure to
check the dogs' feet for excess ice on
the hair. This can collect rapidly and
cause injury to the paws.
"Young animals, sick animals, old
animals, and inside animals should be
kept in the house or heated shelter.
These groups of animals are unable to
withstand severe weather except for
the short periods of the necessary
walks.
"By following these guidelines your
pet will survive the winter with few problems. Don't forget to have your vaccinations up-to-date and intestinal
parasites under control. Good preventive medicine is always important to
you and your pet."
GIVE A RAP: Cold weather inevitably brings a rash of cats injured by
automobile fans. The cats climb into
the engines when they are warm and
are injured when the motor is started.
Some are transported inadvertently by
drivers to locations miles from home,
where they emerge from beneath the
hood in unfamiliar syrroundings and
are never seen again by their owners.
Injury and heartbreak can be avoided if
car owners will tap the hoods of their
cars sharply before starting the motor,
or tap the horn so as to scare the animal
from beneath the hood. Have a heart,
and give a rap.
,
There are always a number of cats
and dogs available for adoption at the
shelter. You can determine what is
available and what hours the shelter is
open to the public by calling 759-4141.
We are listed under "Humane Societywthe telephone book.
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Today In History
A. •
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Jan. 17, the 17th
day of 1981. There are 348 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Jan. 17, 1945, Soviet troops and
Polish patriots liberated Warsaw from
the Nazis during World War II.
In 1757, the Holy Roman Empire
declared war on Prussia.
In 1893, Hawaii was proclaimed a
republic.
In 1917, the United States bought the
American Virgin Islands from Denmark for $25 million dollars.
Ten years ago: Guerrilla forces in.
Jordan threatened armed action
against leftist Palestinian groups calling for the overthrow of King Hussein.
Five years ago: Former President
Richard Nixon testified he never pe
sonally selected the people who were
wiretapped by the FBI to'
-find sources
of leaks of secret government informa.'
tion.
One year ago: The Sovietbacked
Afghan government expelled all
American correspondents from the'
--014e4.—...y;-after acellik,
of Nave*:
reporting.
Today's birthdays: Diplomat Kenneth Rush is 71. Baseball catcher Darrell Porter is 29.
Thought for today: You cannot climb
the ladder of success with cold feet of..;
fear. — Anonymous.
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National Wild Turkey Week Creates Awareness
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The success of the first an- demonstrated his turkey call- ing the tIr ,t National Wild
nual National Wild Turkey ing skills.
Turkey Week in November
Week increased
public
Rob Keck, turkey calling and a proclamation has been
awarenese of the - National champion and one of the introduced in the United
Wild Turkey Federation's Federation's officials, who States Congress to help inavork on conservation projects was on the Douglas Show with crease awareness of the plight
xpd gives us hope for greater Williams, demonstrated his of America's most popular big
support for the year to come," turkey calling talents for Toni game bird.
-says Thomas F. Rodgers, ex- Snyder on the Tomorrow Show
Without the dedicated efecutive vice president and resulting in a "first" for that forts of state game and fish
founder of the organization.
national network program: a commissions and conAttention was drawn to the member of the audience came servation groups such a's the
Federation and its newly up on stage in answer to the National Wild Turkey Federaopened Wild Turkey Research call.
tion, the wild turkey would be
Center at its headquarters in
Williams, an avid out- extinct in many areas of the
Edgefield, South Carolina, doorsman,is actively involved - country. "The American wild
-through television and radio)—in wildlife conservation. turkey," says Rodgers, is our
appearances and newspaper -Most people take wildlife for only native big game bird and
iaterviews and stories.
granted, however. The Wild is an integral part of our coun. On a Mike Douglas Show turkey and other wildlife can try's heritage." Founded in
taped for broadcast in only be preserved through the 1973, the Federation is the billy
February — check local cooperation of every non-profit organizaTion
listings for station and air date American citizen using out- dedicated to the restoration
— country and western singer door resources," says and wise management of the
hank Williams, Jr.,• this Williams.
American wild turkey.
Year's Wild Turkey Week
Although
"Save Wild Turkey
wild turkey
litohorary
chairman, Ha
t" was the theme dur- populations have grown
tremendously within the last
ten years, so have the-number
of turkey hunting enthusiasts.
"Quality wild turkey habitat
— all wildlife habitat, in fact
—
is
progressively
diminishing," adds Rodgers.
"Today there is more
research data on wild turkey
behavior, disturbance factors,
habitat and other management implications being
generated than ever before.
However, there remains much
to be learned about the bird
and its management."
Despite recent successes the
turkey's future is not
necessarily bright. Economic
"progress" in the form of industrial and housing
developments, construction of
highways and dams, increasing human populations and unBilly Dyer shows off his 150 pounds •ight point back Ise
Jerry Maefrin's
fool. In Tenn.

Dr. Harry Sparks, loft, and Paul Black show their days
Built ef Canada geese the pair took while hunting at Ballard
Cu. en Dec. 31.

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT
Open 7 Days A Week
8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Hwy. 641 So.

Phone 753-8322

For awhile it seemed like
the spring crappie run had
started early. Until the recent
very cold weather people were
catching crappie like it was
April. Minnows, as usual,
were the best bait with some
jig success. The average
depth for crappie was between
15-25 ft. preferably along dropoffs.
Bass fishing is slow now
with the water temperature at
35-40 degrees. Sauger can still
be caught in the canal and
below the dam. Large 1 oz.
jigs andininnows work best.
Some catfishing is g'etting
under way and there is still
some snagging activity.
Editor's Note: In the
February issue of Kentucky
Fish Finder we presented Carl
Hamilton's ideas for locating
crappie on Kentucky lake and
Lake Barkley during a calendar year. We will conclude the
article by passing along some
tips from Carl on how to catch
the fish after you locate them.
"Crappie are an extremely
sensitive fish. One of the biggest failures of the average
fisherman is not knowing
when they have a bite. The instant I see my line move in
any way I jerk— not too hard,
but enough to set the hook.

favorable forestry practices
such as large-scale clearcutting and conversion to
mono-cultural systems is
destroying wildlife habitat on
a tremendous scale.
"The Wild Turkey Research
Center brings us one step
closer to our goal of assisting
state game and fish commissions to reach and maintain
optimum wild turkeys for the
membership of the Federation
and for the public, both present and future," says
Rodgers.
The Research Center and
education complex opened in
November under the direction
of Dr. James Earl Kennamer.
The five-year $1.5 million
building program is divided
into three phases, including
the Research Center and
later, a national wild turkey
museum and a living outdoor
natural area featuring all subspecies of the wild turkey
found in the United States,
plus other native wildlife.
Other projects funded by the
Federation include: Southeast
Regional Clear-cut Project in
Alabama which will help conservationists and foresters
work together to preserve the
American wild turkey's
natural habitat; Wild Turkey
Food Plot Study in Alabama,
will increase 'conservationists'
knowledge of food sources;
and the Northeast Strip-Mined
Project, will provide valuable
information on the impact of
strip-mining on wild turkey
populations.
Additional information may
be obtained by writing the National Wild Turkey Federation, Edgefield, South
Carolina 29824.

LAKELAND OUTDOORS

By Wade Beanie

I've seen Mexican jumping
beans jump, but Missouri jumping boxes? BIG boxes?
They were stacked in rows
in the back of a Land Between
the Lakes LBL) pickup, nine
cardboard crates approximately 3'x3'xl'2.. And occasionally one of them would
lurch from the truck's bed,
and strange noises would
emanate from its dark confines.,
"They just came into the
Murray airport about an hour
ago," said Buddy Adkisson,
LBL's woodlands game
biologist. "This is the second
shipment. We got the first
ones yesterday," he added.
There wasn't any mystery
on my part. I knew the boxes
contained wild turkeys, birds
which will hopefully provide
the seed stock for an expanded
LBL flock. Tennessee Valley
Authority officials made the
Missouri Department of Conservation a deal they couldn't
refuse: channel catfish for
Missouri turkeys. This stocking was the second of several,
installments to cover
Missouri's half of the bargain.
Backing up, Land Between
the Lakes has always had
turkeys, but in the last 50
years never very many of
them. The majority of the
"between the rivers" flock

was confined to the old Kentucky. Woodlands National
Wildlife Refuge. A scattering
of birds also inhabited tuckedaway ridges and hollows outside the federal area. ,
When Land Between the
Lakes was established and the
inhabitants of the area moved
out, biologists anticipated that
the turkey flock would grow to
several times its original flze.
The LL habitat was next-to
ideal: unbroken tracts of
mast-producing hardwoods. A
project to create small clearings throughout hie area offered the final desirable touch.
The turkey flock expanded
and spread slightly, but it's
never come close to its potential in terms of size. Different
theories for this lack of growth
have been expounded and
studied over the years. The
two
most-frequently mentioned henderences to
flock growth, an excess of
predators and an 'excess of
ticks, both have proven to be
indeterminant in affecting
LK wildlife supervisor Marc Cope lields tight while
flock size.
biologist Bob Smith applies a wing band Is a Missouri
"We believe now that the
wild turkey gobbler Fifty Missouri turkeys are being
problem lies in the birds'
released in the Land Between the Lakes in an Mort to
genetics," Adkisson explainbuild the 1111. flock
1Phore by Wed< Boerne}
ed. "The LBL flock has never
had much chance to improve the available habitat. Right
And for the promise of good
itself. The gene pool is small." now our spring harvest is run- hunting in the future, hunters
In other words, there's been ning around 50 gobblers. We are going to have to make a
no new blood. Adkisson said hope to build a flock that temporary sacrifice. "We're
other studies .have found the would yield four times this closing turkey hunting in LBL
LBL turkeys to be nervous. number of turkeys annually," - north of U.S. 68 for an
WHEN COLD
When furry animals get The hens don't renest if their Adkisson stated.
unspecified time period, procold, they can make their hair first nests are disturbed. In
In detail, the turkeys-for- bably two years," Adkisson
stand up to form a thick, heat- some springs with ideal catfish trade involves 50 adult said. "These birds are too
resisting layer.
nesting conditions, the birds birds 112 gobblers, 38 hens) valuable to be hunted until
have failed to bring off ex- and 85.000 channel catfish. they're given a chance to build
pected bountiful hatches.
Missouri values its turkeys at a strong foundation flock."
"Then compare this record $500 each. The birds are being
This means that all turkey
with that of the Missouri trapped in baited areas with
hunting in LBL's Kentucky
strain of turkey," Adkisson cannon nets and flown im- segment will be confined to
continued. "The Missouri bird mediately to Murray for quick the block between U.S. 68 and
is hardy and extremely pro- release in the LBL. I The cat- the Tennessee border. Anlific. It's , done well fish supplied by TVA come ticipating a climb in hunter
ask the dock operator what
everywhere it's been stocked. from the agency's Gallatin
depth he thinks the fish are uspressure and a drop in hunting
Genetically, they're a Waste Heat Aquaculture Pro- quality here LBL officials are
ing. Then look for that depth
superior race of birds."
ject.)
where underwater creeks or
now drawing up a season
Adkisson used the, turkey
Buddy Adkisson said the framework to solve both prostreams enter the original
flock in LBL's Tennessee por- releases in LBL are being
river channel. Once you have
blems. Final hunting season
tion as an example. Few made at only two sites, with 25 details will be released within
found an area that looks good
turkeys inhabited this area un- turkeys going to each site. a month.
to you, don't be too quick to
til 24 Missouri birds were "We want to keep these
leave it. This is a mistake we
How to build the IJ3L turkey
stocked there in 1973. Today Missouri birds together to flock has perplexed us for
all make sometimes. ExperiTVA biologists feel there are start to build our new source," several years:' Adkisson con- .
ment — fish all sides of a dropmore turkeys south of the he said. "We want to keep the eluded, "but we believe we're
off, change minnow size, little
state line than north, and this blood line intact."
finally on the right track.
one on top, large on bottom or
The biologist requested the - We're sure closing hunting reverse „4,tlem occasionally, family is still ,xpanding.
"So
basically
we're
trying
to
release sites' identity kept north of U.S. 68 will cause
run your boat in the opposite
establish the Missouri bird on secret to protect the turkeys. some inconvenience, but we
direction — try all these things
Kentucky
the
.
side,
to
Both, however, are north of feel hunters will agree that the
for several minutes if you
strengthen the gene pool and US.68, the east-west highway sacrifice is worth building a
believe fish are in the area;
up
with
come
turkeys
that
will
which bisects the Land strong and viable flock for the
but don't spend all day in a
expand their population to fill Between the Lakes.
future."
place if yoddon't find fish.

s•
Fishing line

Lrappie don't charge like
some fish.
"I use a pole with piano wire
inside to take out the tension.
Some people even like to use a
fly rod. In general, the ideal
pole should be extremely
light. You need to hold the pole
— never lay it down — so you
need a light pole.
"For line I use a 12 to 20 lb.
line I ivill try to stay around
stumps and with the heavy
line if you get hung up you can
pull the hooks loose without
loosing your rig. The rig I
prefer is one with two hooks so
two levels can be fished at the
same time.
"I prefer live dilhnows for
bait and I will experiment
with different size minnows to
see if there is a trend on a particular day. I have seen some
great catches on light gear
and jigs but you have to know
how to use a jig to be successful.
"I never anchor my boat but
troll slowly and usually will jig
the minnow up and down slowly. However, there are times
when crappie want the bait to
be perfectly still.
"If I were a stranger coming to Kentucky Lake or Lake
Barkley and had no knowledge
of where logo I would first buy
a contour map. Then I would

•
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L17-1 Home Improvement
Quality Workmanship and Materials
Vinyl and Aluminum
Siding - Windows - Awnings - Doors Precast Unit Steps - Railings - Complete
Remodeling - Kitchens - Rec Rooms
"We cover not only siding • but windows, door casings
overhangs."
Andy Burkoen, Talmage Sims, Boynton Elkins sad Baal
Morgan killed these 14 rabbits en a retest heal wear
Virksoy.
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FREE ESTIMATES
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Where "Service Is Our Business

SPORTING GOODS
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Bradshaw's Fast Thinking Gives Murray
Miracle 70-69 OT Victory Over Mayfield

THE ECSTACY OF IT ALL - Murray guard Todd Bradshaw is mobbed by the Tigers'
following, including Eddie Requarth (right) of the football and baseball teams, after his
two free throws defeated Mayfield in overtime last night, 70-69. Start Photo By DaHd Hithitts

Little Time Open For Enjoying Western Win

By DAVID HIBBrITS
Sports Editor
MAYFIELD, Ky. - Defying
whatever laws of probability
are left anymore and topping
the comebacks of Kentucky
over Tennessee and Murray
State over Western Kentucky
earlier this week, Murray
guard Todd Bradshaw snatched a 70-69 win over Mayfield
after the Tigers had been virtually stranded on the
doorstep of defeat last night.
Like UK and MSU, Murray
had had the game won and had.
then had it taken away before
the finish that Tiger coach
Cary Miller said was one you
only read about happening to
somebody else."
The events in the final
minutes of regulation and in
the overtime turned
Mayfield's senior forward
Charles Parrott from his

second was the steal
-We had to set up and wait
for somebody to move. We
were hoping Parrott would be
looking for the ball so we could
get in front of him."
Lo and behold, the sequence
that followed fell right into the
lap of those options. Crittenden said after the game
that Bradshaw had overheard
the Mayfield players saying
which direction guard Jeff
Flood and Parrott were going
on the inbounds play.
So, after Crittenden received some help shutting off
Flood breaking left, he turned
and gave Parrott a little push
— right into the waiting Bradshaw.
Looking up helplessly in
disbelief, Parrott was whistled for the charge as the official kept nodding his head in
emphasis and Bradshaw lay
sprawled on the floor with his
hands on his head, knowing
where he would have to go
next.
"I was scared to death,"
Bradshaw admitted about going to the free throw line for
the conference with a 36.4 to the one-and-one and nonchalantly popping in both
32.8 rebounding advantage.
tosses to bail out this most re"It is about the same for us
cent of the week's flipflops.
every time out," Greene said.
While Bradshaw provided
"They have good quickness
the heroics, Miller called the
and we will have to play good
win a team victory.
defense..It was a night when Crit"Middle Tennessee is just a
tenden, who scored 20 points,
fine team tilat is certainly
found the long range shooting
playing well together."
touch that had seemingly
Giving the Raiders added
deserted him while picking up
strength are 6-4 transfer
guard Rick Campbell, who is the rest of the slack with his
scoring at a 14.8 points a game rebounding and six assists.
Along with the drive that put
clip, and Pancakes Perry',Who
Murray within one point, Crithas a 11.5 average.
looked
The MTSU team has been tenden had made what
play
stricken with a round of the in- like a game-winning
soft eightfluenza epidemic while the when he dropped a
with
Racers only have a partly ail- footer from the baseline
ing guard Lamont Sleets, who 20 seconds left in regulation
pass from
still won the WKU game at the after taking the
free throw line, and a recovering center Michael Bates.

team's savior into the one who
let it slip away on a play that
separates
the
MurrayMayfield rivalry from so
many others.
After Parrott had hit the
front end of a one-and-one and
missed the second with nine
seconds left. Murray forward
Howie Crittenden took one of
his seven rebounds and did the
only thing he could.- •
As Mayfield fell back into a
faint defense, Crittenden was
allowed to drive uncontested
fOr the layao lakethe
score 69-68. After the Tigers
immediately called timeout,
all that remained on the clock
was a second.
"Our only chance was to get
a steal or a charge or make
them throw the ball the length
of,. the court out of bounds,"
Miller said. Our first option
was to get the charge and the

Racers Get Ready For Unbeaten MTSU
By DAVID IIIBBITTS
ding to Racer coach Ron
Sports Editor
Greene.
After its 59-57 overtime win
When the Blue Raiders brover . Western Kentucky ing their 5-0 OVC mark (12-1
Thursday night to move into a overall) into Racer Arena for
second place tie in the Ohio tonight's 7:30 p.m. game, they
Valley Conference with a 2-1 will be bolstered by one of the
record, Murray State has had preseason
all-conference
all of "eight hours to sleep on picks in forward Jerry Beck,
it, enjoy it a.ud get ready the who was averaging 17.8
next day" for OVC leader Mid- points, hitting 60.3 percent
dle Tennessee State, accor- from the field and grabbing 9.3

has been getting more and
rebounds a game before
MTSU's win over Austin Peay more attention as the team
holding the most control at the
Thursday.
The Racers will be catching 'top of the conference.
Western Kentucky center
MTSU in the midst of a threegame winning streak at the Craig McCormick called
start of a seven-game road sw- MTSU the team everyone else
will have to beat for a shot at
ing, including a 57-50 win over
Akron, an 86-62 rout of Ten- the conference championship
nessee Tech and a 61-60 while Greene was not arguing
the Raiders' legitimacy as the
squeaker over Austin Peay.
Recently, Middle Tennessee front runner.
"There is no question they
have a very good record ( hayini handed 13th-ranked South
Alabama its only loss, 8.0-79),"
Greene said. "We cannot stay
on a high. This game will bring us back down in a hurry.
"Anytime we beat Western,
it is a very good win for us.
Certainly, we really need this
one to keep us in contention.
"We do not have that much
time to do much. I just hope
the fundamentals can Carry us
The preliminary to the
through."
MSU-MTSU will be a 5:30 p.m.
Again, the Racers must game between a faculty-staff
tangle with a bigger lineup as team and a team of studenLs
the Blue Raiders are second in from Murray State.

Bradshaw driving down the Miller reflected on the dizzying twists and turns.
lane.
"It was a real exciting
But Parrott saved in the
basketball game," he said.
waning seconds what he would
lose later as he fought for the "There were so many shots
tying basket by following his that nearly went in.
"Our kids believe anything
own missed shot under the
basket with just three seconds can happen if they work hard.
They do not quit as long as
remaining.
Even as Crittenden, Brad- anything is conceivably possishaw and Parrott joined Flood ble."
So, when a slender thread
in drawing the game to its inconceivable finish, the Tigers was all that was left to grasp,
were apparently wrapping up it grew into an iron pipeline
the game when guard Gary for Murray, especially when
Sims threw in an off balance ' its strength of will surfaced at
the end.
15-footer bra 56-45 lead.
But Flood and Parrott simp- Murray
18 18 13 13
—70
12 19 14 17 7-69
ly took over and respectively Mayfield
Murray MI — Gary &MS 6 OP 12;
scored six and 10 of Mayfield's Todd Bradshaw 2 114 12; Howie Cntlenden 9 2-3 33; Robin Roberts 4 1-2 9;
next 17 points in regulation.
West 1 4-1 9, Stuart Alexander 3
With that belated combina- Jimmy
4-6 10: David McMillen 0 0-0 0: Ronnie
tion
working, Murray's Pace 10-0 2.
Mayfield 169) — Charles Parrott 11 7bothersome press and ability
10 29, Blaine Wastell 00-00, Joe Prince 3
to stay with Mayfield on the .1.09: Jell Flood 57-7 23: Jamie Parrott 1
boards were on the verge of 0-02: Owens 30.06. Graham 39.00.
being overshadowed.
Before the Murray varsity
But it could not happen on a had its chance to cut its win
night when forward Stuart over Mayfield as thin as it
Alexander came off the bench could be, the junior varsity
to score 10 points and grab six had eked out a 46-45 decision.
rebounds in critical spots;
Led by guard David
center Robin Roberts nailed McMillen's 14 points and thit
back-to-back I2-footers from defense and added scoring of,
the baseline to keep Murray's guard John Mark Billington,
momentum; Sims picked up the Tigers held off Mayfield's
the press while scoring 12 surge in the last few minutes.
points; Jimmy West hit a cou"I thought we played a pretple of key outside shots; and ty good game defensively,"
David McMillen gave the Murray . coach David
Tigers some much needed Gallagher said. -We handled
depth at guard.
their press better than we did .
"We are not a five-man against Calloway County.
team,- Miller said. -We have
"It was a good win for us.
so many more who can con- Our kids wanted to win and
tribute.
they were confident coming
''Todd did a good job handl- down here."
12 13 13 8 — 46
ing the ball while Robin hit the Murray
10 11 11 13 — 45
boards early and Stuart Mayfield
Murray 44111 — John Mark Billington
dominated in the second half.
.1-47: David McMillen 6 2-4 14; Al Wells!
"For his size, Crittenden 0-1 2; Stuart Alexander 4 0-1 8: David
McCuiston 33-9 D Andy Parks 1 0-0 2:
was getting excellent position Darren Hooper 1 #82. Walter Payne0 O.
00.
under the boards."
MaylieW ;451 — Sherrill 3 0-2 6:
After all the attempts to ex- Jackson
6 1-5 13, Moffitt 00-0 0, Gray 2 1plain what' had happened, 5 5, Whitell 69012.Powell .1 1-2 9
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LOOKING FOR MORE OF THE SAME - Murray State will be trying to work the
baseline as forward Walt Davis (top) did and continue the tight defense applied by
guard Lamont Sleets (right) against Western Kentucky when Middle Tennessee comes
to Racer Arena tonight.
Staff Photos By David Hibbitts

Need Cash? We Pay
It For:
WHITE OR
YELLOW
10KT, 14K1, lIKT or 22KT
POCKET WATCHES,
CLASS RINGS,PINS
WRIST WATCHES,
WEDDING BANDS,
DENTAL GOLD
AND GOLD COINS

GOLD AND SILVER
BOUGHT REGARDLESS
OF CONDITION.
COIN PRICES ARE ASSUMING
"GOOD" CONDITION.
PRICES CHANGE WITH THE
flu ILY MARKET PRICE
Hwy.841
753-2682

1964
OR ANYTHING MARKED
"STERLING",925 or 999
WE ALSO BUY MOST
BUYING
COSTUME JEWELRY DIAMONDS
10 POtNTS
(GOOD
Et OVER
CONDITIONI
HALVES 85 THRU 89
CANADIAN
DIMES,
QUARTERS
ft HALVES
THRU 1988

MURRAY PLAZA COURT 9-6 Daily
Except Sundays
Room 10

So they turn the thermostat way up instead of leaving it at
68 to save energy.
Some have very young children or older people in their
homes and have to keep the temperature warmer.
Some like a cool house or they're away all day and the si
house is unoccupied, so they turn the thermostat back several
degrees.
Every family and every consumer is different. That's why
you really can't predict your heating costs by your neighbor's
bill.
Whatever your living habits, conserve energy whenever
you can and make sure your home is insulated and
weatherized.
Stop by our office for more information on how to keep
heating costs down.

West Ky. Rural Eledric
Cooperative Corporation
Murray-Mayfield

Cbr C

011!\%1
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Lowes Brought Back To Reality As Calloway Wins Second

Lakers Stun Region's No. 4 Team, 62-49

GIVING THE LAKERS' AN INSIDE LIFT — Center Marty
McCuiston (53) scored 11 points for Calloway County in
its stunning 62-49 upset of Lowes last night.

inside corps of Keith Lovett,
Jeff Garrison, Marty MeCuiston and Bryan Tebbetts
went to war with the Blue
Devils,
l'he four combined for 47
hard-earned points despite being hammered every time
they went up for a shot.
The Lakers probably will
not nund their Saturday morning bruises, however. Those
black and blue marks earned
Calloway 49 trips to the free
throw line as the Blue Devils
played with as much finesse
as a band of lumberjacks.
The Lakers hit 32 of their
free throws to provide the real
difference in the game.
"I noticed that we missed 17
free throws," Nute said.
"That doesn't make me too
happy, but the important thing
is that we made them when we
had to have them."
Dan Key epitomized the opportunistic Laker free throw
shooting. The sophomore
guard hit 13 of 14 free throws,
including his last 12 in a row,
to account for all of his points.
Key hit six straight free
throws in the decisive final
period.
The first minute of play certainly did not foreshadow a
Calloway victory. Lowes
quickly rang up the first five
points of the game, forcing
Nute to call a hasty timeout.

By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer
Who would have believed it"
Foundering in the mire of a
1-8 season, Calloway County
faced the reality of the
region's fourth-ranked team
in the visiting Lowes Blue
Devils Friday night.
Lowes earned a 10-3 record
and a highly-regarded, bruising front line into the contest.
Lowes carried a 10-4 record
and a case of bruised pride out
of the contest after the Lakers
had spanked them,62-49.
"Let's just say that it was a
total team effort," Calloway
head coach Chic Nute said.
"Everybody played well. It
was, by far, our best effort of
the season."
The Lakers used what Nute
called his "basic four-corner
offense" to completely control
the tempo of the game.
Patiently working the ball
around the perimeter better
than they have all season,
Calloway took just 29 wellearned shots, making 15 of
them for 51.7 percent from the
floor.
The biggest story was the
courage with which the
Lakers battled their much
larger and physically intimidating visitors.
At times being crushed
between players outweighing
them by 50 pounds, the Laker

Todd Makes Decision Official
UT Transfer To Be In Lady Racer Lineup At MTSU
By DAVID HIBBITTS
Sports Editor
After yesterday's practice,
Mina Todd will be joining the
Murray State
women's
basketball team for the remainder of the 1980-81 and
thereby complete her transfer
from the University of Tennessee, according to MSU
head coach Jean Smith.

that size and stature in the
sport.
"I liked playing under Pat
(UT coach Head)," Todd said,
"but it did not turn out well.
Playing was not fun any
longer down there.
"I got down there and found
it was not what I wanted. It
turned out I did not want to
play for Tennessee.

Todd joins the MSU team for
tonight's 7 p.m. game at Middle Tennessee State.

"Pat only told me that I had
the potential to start for her
and that I had to work to earn
that. She told me that I had
been improving and that she
would give me that chance.
"But I just was not happy,
and that may have been what
was holding me back from

Amid speculation that she
was returning to Murray,
Todd left UT earlier in the
week after realizing that she
would not enjoy playing college basketball at a school of

playing better. Pat said she
could tell something was
holding me back."
Todd's decision to transfer
will allow her to complete this
season without a scholarship,
becoming eligible for one next
season.
"We are glad to have Mina
on our team," Smith said.
"She will definitely be an
asset to our team. I have been
interested in her as a player
for awhile.
"She has an awful lot of
potential but has a whole new
system to learn while
everyone else has it down.
"She has an adjustment left
to make and some things to
learn. There is a big respon-

sibility resting on her
shoulders.
"My concern during the
past few days ,has been with
helping Mina making a
smooth transition. The reception of the rest of the team has
been positive toward her."
Todd agreed emphatically
with Smith.
"They made me feel very
comfortable as if I was
already a part of the team,"
Todd said.
After the days of speculation
and completing the transition
as smoothly as possible, Smith
said her biggest wish was that
Todd to find happiness at Murray State.

Rebuttal Given To Account Of Departure From UT
By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer
Having been officially accepted as a transfer player for
the Murray State women's
basketball team, last night
Mina Todd gave an adamant
rebuttal to yesterday's statement issued by the University
of Tennessee athletic department in explaining her
reasons for leaving UT.
"I was really concerned
with what people would think
when they read the story,"
Todd said. "I am not a quitter.
I made it through the hardest
part at Tennessee. I accomplished what I wanted."
Todd's primary disagree-

went was with the statement
made by Tennessee Sports Information Director Debby
Jennings.
Jennings said that Todd had
left to go back to the dorm
before Monday night's UT
game with South :ilrarolina,
and that was the "last that
anyone saw of her".
Todd offered a different version of how the sequence of
events transpired.
"I had talked to Pat
( Volunteer coach Head)about
transferring earlier that day,"
Todd said. "She told me that
she wanted me to dress out for
the South Carolina game and
play so that it wouldn't affect

the team. She also told me not team ) that I needed her keys
to tell anyone on the team until to go back to the dorm to keep
it could be done in front of the anyone from finding out about
whole team.
my decision before Pat could
"I went to the game expec- tell them as a group.
ting to play. I was watching a
"I didn't leave until the next
high school game that was
day. I had to stay around and
before our game, and Pat
withdraw."
came up and asked me if my
Todd stressed the fact that
decision was still the same. I
she and Head had talked extold her yes.
"Then - she said she had Aensively about her plans to
decided that it would be better withdraw and that it should
if I didn't dress and that she have been no surprise to
would tell the team before the anyone in ,the UT athletic
department.
game.
"She said that she would
"We made the decision
rather that I would sit in the beforehand," Todd said.
stands or go back to the dorm. decid•ed that it playing at
"I told my roommate who Tennessee) wasn't what I
was also a member of the wanted.

"Everybody on the floor
was standing around," Note
explained. -All five starters
made a nustake in the first 30
seconds. We called the
tizneout before it got out of
hand."
Nute's talk must have turned the trick as Calloway
outscored Lowes 18-6 in the
rest of the period.
The Lakers kept the heat on
in the second period, calmly
working the ball around for
the good shot on the way to a
32-22 halftime lead. 1.owi_
missed eight of nine free
throw attempts in the second
period.

The Blue Devils threw a
scare into Calloway warty in
the second half, firing III the
first seven points of the half to
draw to within three, 32-29. It
was as close as they would get.
"We never quit," Nute said.
-Every time they made a run
at us, we gut the big bucket.
We told the kids that we were
not going to get into the same
rut. We were not going to sit
back and let them take over."
The Lakers again assumed
control of the game, consistently breaking the Lowes
press for easy layups. McColston slipped behind the

By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer
For the s...cond night in a
row, the vastly improved
Calloway County girls basketball team had a taste of victory, only to have it doused
with castor oil in the final
seconds.
The Lakers took Lowes all
the way to overtime before
succumbing 37-36 Friday
night. Unlike Thursday night's
44-35 loss to Ballard, however,
there was a veil of controversy
surrounding this defeat.
Rachael I.amb stripped
Lowes guard Tina Rives of the
ball eight seconds into the
overtime period to give the
Lakers possession. Calloway
set up in its ball control offense and ran the next 1:12 off
of the clock.
With 1:40 left in overtime, a
five-second call was whistled
for lack of penetration by the
Calloway guards.
Just before the teams lined
up for the tip, I.owes called a
timeout. When the squads lined
following the break, it
was the Blue Devils' center,
Susan Geveden, rather than
'guarti I.isa Dupree, who lined
up opposite Calloway guard
Beth Hooks.
As the ball was tossed into
the air. Laker coach David
Elliott practically somersaulted off of the bench as he
rushed to the nearest official.
When the six-minute discussion was over, another tip was
made, and Lowas gained control.
The Blue Devils spread out
their offense until, with three
seconds left, Rives was fouled
trying to follow a missed
teammate's shot. ,
Rives nailed the front end of
the bonus to seal Calloway's
fifth loss in six outings.
"That call With 1:40 left was'
the turning point in the
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OTHER ATTRACTIONS AT SATURDAY'S GAMES
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times to account for four timely lay ups.
Calloway built leads of eight
and ten points several times in
the final two quarters as the
Lakers alternated between
lay ups after breaking the
press and hitting free throws.
Lowes pulled to within four,
at 53-49, with 2:16 left in the
game, but the takers were not
to be denied.
With a flurry of fouls to stop
the I Akers' attempt li secure
the ball, the Blue Devils sent
Calloway to the line eight
times in the final two minutes.

The Lakers calmly sank
seven of the free throws to extend the final margin to 13
points
1.ovett led a quartet of
Lakers in double figures with
18 points. Garrison's 14 points.
Key's 13. and McCuistiai's 11
rounded out the balancei I
Calloway attack. ,
,•.
I
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Laker Girls Get Taste Of Victory
Before Falling To lowes In OT
game," Elliott said. "What
I.owes did, illegally
substituting a player fer a
center jump,is supposedto be
worth two technical fouls.
"We would have gottemn
the ball following the foul
shots; that would have completely changed the complexion of the game.
'1Vhat kills me is that the officials agreed that they' had
made a mistake, but still
wouldn't give us the free
throws. On top of that, they'
charged me for my only
timeout of the overtime.
"We ended up with not only
the wrong call, but no
timeout."
The Lakers had several
'chances to win the game in
regulation time but could not
get the ball to drop:
Lamb hit •a six-foot turnaround with 55 seconds left to
edge Calloway into a 36-34
lead.
Lisa Dupree rolled in a
layup for Lowes with 37
seconds remaining to tie the
game at 36.
The final shot fell into the
hands of Laker forward Marcy Miller. After Calloway had
squeezed all but five seconds
off of the clock, it was Miller
who lofted a 15-foot jumper
from the side.
Her attempt rolled around
the rim and right into the
bands of Lamb. Lamb's follow
was long off the iron as time
Fan out.
"When you come down to
the,end, you like to have the
last shot," Elliott said. "We
had two great chances but
they just wouldn'Cgo in.The Lakers completely
dominated .the tempo of the
game, forcing the explosive
Lowes fast break into a near
standstill.
Calloway edged into a 13-12
lead at the end of the first

MURRAY STATE RACERS/MIDDLE TENNESSEE BLUE RAIDERS
SATURDAY/RACER ARENA/7:30 P.M.
Ohio Valley Conform's* Basketball
MSU FACULTY/STAFF/MSU STUDENTS 5:30 P.M.
/ASV's First Amami $hootoot

Tickets $4 and $3

Blue Devil pressure several
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quarter, mainly on the outside
shooting of Miller and Dana
Hoke.
The Lakers slowed things
down to a complete stop in the
second quarter, allowing
Lowes just seven shots from
the field en route to forcing an
18-18 halftime tie.
Calloway grabbed a 24-22
lead midway through the third
period, but watched the Blue
Devils rack up the final four
points of the quarter to trail
26-24 heading into the final
period.
Things heated up a bit in the
fourth as the teams battled to
the final deadlock. I.amb
found her eye from the flour,
hitting for eight final period
points to lead the Laker
charge.
Lamb and Dana Hoke finished the night tied for team scoring honors with 10 points

apiece. Jena Hoke and Beth
Hooks added five each for the
Lakers,
'We did a great job stopping
Lowes' two an-Region girls."
Elliott said. "We played a
triangle-and-two, iorcing
them to completely change
their offense. They couldn't
run the things they are used
to. and it threw them off
stride.
"We have got to play the
ball control game to win, and
we did a good job of it tonight.
We are going to heat sonic
teamt dawn the road if we continue to improve like this.'
Callo8408 C04144IL4341 — Dana
,,A1 10. Jena Hoke 2!-) 8: Hachari
4 1-3 10. Marc!. Miller I '-4, 4. Palt8
1.081e 1 0-0 2. FiethHook.8
16 4-8:14
Lowes .17 , - Susan 1.4,,,,tlen 52-i 12.
ton Dr.,..11 10.0 2: Darla Hurshard
4 1..8a Dupree 40.1 8, 1,rt 14upree 44-I
20'.
8. 1'I(1,4 Hover] I-33 173-93:
o H 7 Or
.70.9 HI
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TYING AS LEADING SCORER — Calloway County center
Rachel Lamb (43) shoots for two of her 10 points in the
Lady takers' narrow defeat by Lowes last night.
Staff PhollY, By Ste,e Becker

I Roger D. Hudson am running for
Magistrate of District I. I would like to
take this time and opportunity to tell
you about the kind of candidate you
would be supporting if you vote for me.
First of all I would like to say that I know
all of the candidates that are running in
this district. I think they are fine people, I
have known them for a number of years,
and I would like to think they' are my
friends. At this time I would like to take
the opportunity to let you know about
myself, and my family. I am the sole
owner and operator of Roger D. Hudson
Trucking, Excavating, and Lime Service. I
am a member of Temple Hill Lodge No,
276, Temple Hill Chapter of the Eastern
Star No. 511, member of the Murray
Royal Arch No. 92, member of the
Murray Council No. 50, honorary charter
member of the Ky. Sheriff's Association
Boys and Girls Ranch. I have an
honorable discharge from the United
States Army.

I am the only son of David and Thelma Lorine Hudson who reside on Murray Route 3. I married
the former Carolyn Jones of Kirksey, whose parents are Jewell and Genella Jones who reside in
Kirksey. We have two children, Layton Dale age 9 and Lisa Marie who is 4'5 months old. Our son
attends East Elementary.
Now to get on with the business I promise to do my best to serve the people of the First District,
to the best of my ability, and as far as the power of magistrate will let me. I do not want to promise
to do any more titan I can.
The people that know me and have done business with me know that I am a man of my word.
The reason that I feel qualified for this office is that my trucks and I have worked in with the
Calloway County Road Dept. in each district to help re-surface roads. I am familiar with thectxpense of machinery, and its operation. I myself have to pay road usage tax. I would like to say at
this point that I would like to see everyone employed possible with the funds that are 'a'Yailable by
the Calloway County Fiscal Court and in closing I would like to say I would deeply appreciate your
vote as Magistrate of the First District.
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Conners Says Lend!'Tanked' Match

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
MSU-WKU Box
us, v
psehsteed rah the
•artie-up ut the Murray %ate-Western
game in Friday 's edition contained a
couple se typograplucal errors A corrected bus to reprinted in its entirety tor
tare fans interested
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Friday's Sports In Brief
TENNIS
; IS Mo t AP - Andrea
NEW YORK !API - Gabe Mayer
Jaeger defeated Sylvia Hata of West
upset Sweden s Barn Borg 64, 6-3 and
Germany 6-2. 7-5 in quarterfinal action
Juana Canoes powered his way past
of the 61S/1,0E Avon Women', Triuus
Ivan Land of Cloctimiovekza 14.6-I in I
the 8409,0110 V1)1Y0 Masters tennis tournaIn other quarterfuoil matches, lap'
ment
seeded Martina Navratilova beat Kate
In other matches, JoseLauts Clem 01
I atharn
6-2. and unseeded Barbara
Argentina handed topseeded John
Putter topped Sandy (Via& fel 64. to
tEnroe tos third straight loss. 0-3,6-0,
advance to the semifinals
while Argentina a Guillermo Villas
C ARAC AS. Venezuela
- Carl.
outlasted Haruki SO1011'100 57. 7-6, 7-5
Clasen of A'enetuela downed John Antunas of the Bahamas 6-10, 0-3,907-5,9.
I in the opening Davis 4.1ip match
between 1 enerwela and the Carnhbean
Tennis
Federation
By The AssectittedPresa
The second match, with Venezuela s
EAST
Jorge
Andrea
having defeated Compten
Cornell 75, l'olumbui 64
Russell of Jamaica 6-4 in the fIrst set,
rennesseeSt IL Mane 70
suspended
because of darkness
SOl'TM
GOLF
Bethune-Cookman 19,S Carolina St 63
PALM
SPRINGS,
Calif rAP
Bruce
Flonda MN 79. N Carolina AAT 71
Izetzke shot a 7-under-par 65 Usat stretMIDWEST
ched has lead to a commanding live
North Dakota 77. N Colorado 65
strokes at I% in the tturd round et the
hi Dakota SL.96. Neb.-Omaha 83
S304.500 Bob Hope Desert Classis
%WWI/EST
Jerry Pate and Bill Rogers shared seAnna* 78, UCLA 74
cond at 201 Rogers shut a 66. while Pate
Dener
v W. Fort Lewis 66
had
a 68 C Snead was rental 202 after
Idaho St 77,f4ontana St 74
a 66.
Len Angeles-St 79, Bakersfield St 76
COLLEGE
Montana 69, Weber St C
NEWTON, Mass AP - Boston ColPepperdine 83. U of San Diego.50
lege officials said they will offer total
Portland U 79.26 Mars •s, Calif 66
cooperation to the federal Justice
Hems 67, Western St 65
Department in connection with a probe
St Martin's 14.W Wastungtori 61
San Franbaco 63 Gonzaga 61
Stanislaus 51 68, San Frant INCO Si 64
Washington 65, Stanford 57
Friday's Games
Kam 94. San Antal., 110
Seattle 95, Wham 541
Into Angrk, 11.1. Nru .1erw) I II
\ listiLl 50 tdulI,1l 00,11)4
Phdalelpha 157, Omani! 119
MI° Co 65, Mclean Co 52
Dallas 110 New York 110
Padueaii Tilghman 7S,Ithrembaro St
Ponland 113. Chkago 113
Pendleton Cola. Johnson Cent 73
Mlwaukee 118, Kansas City 112. nIl.
Pikeville 80. Millard 77
Utah ILL San Diego Al
Powell•Co 44, Wolfe Cute
Phoenix 42. Houston 89
Pulaski Co 62. Adair Co 60
Atlanta Ill, Gob*. State Ills
Rowan Co. 69, Fleming Co 64
Saterday's Games
RussellVille M.Franklin-Simpson 51
Neu Jesse'. at 19-11501
Scott Co 71, Jessamine Co 62
San Argus° at Weanglin
Sheldon Clark 65, Paints-vibe 53
Denver at Kansas uty
Simon Kenton 67, Campbell Cr,62
Cleveland at Cameo
Somerset 82. Jackson Co 62
Net, York at Houston
S Hoplons63, Webster Co 53
Sunday's Came.
Todd Co Cent 62, Hopkins.]le 56
tot .Angeles at Rasa
Trimble Co 57. Owen Co 54
Portland at Milwaukee
Union Co60, Caldwell Co 45
Seattle at Phdadekiha
Virgie 90. Prestonsburg 40
Ness Jersey at Washout.
Warren Central 77. Hart Co 61
Hosea. at Denver
Washington Co 60. Nelson Co 58
l'ah at Sultana
''Williamsburg 51. I.ynn Camp 38
Atlanta at Phoerux
Wolfe Cote, Powell Co 44
I %las in San Diego
Woodford Co 80. Bath Co 63
Monday's Came
Soothers' Kentucky Classic
Detroit or, Haan at Hatfort I
At Cumberland Co.
Semifinals
Russell Co 80, Tompkinsville 52
Louisville Lab Toy
Semifinals
Lou Central 65, Leo Tales Creek 60
Leo Bryan Station 73, Ion Moore2
Gals
The Calloway junior varsity.
Allen Co 53. Owensboro 52.
Casey Co 55, McCreary Cent 34
allowed Ballard just one seFrarOtlan-Simpson 50. Russellville 47
cond period point in their enFort Knox 60- E.Hardm 53
counter Thursday night on the
LaRue Co It. Cavema 26
Lexington Sayre 38. Burgin 36
way to a 30-12 win over the
Lone Oak 10, Heath 31
Bombers.
Lou Holy Rosary 60. boil Angela
Merit,54
Noreen Hernden and
too Manuel 96, Lou Iroquois 46
Ladona Overby led the Lakers
Lou Presentation 53, Lou Pleasure
With six points apiece.
Rdg P432
Lou Valley 56, Lou Waggner 22
Calloway upped its record to 4'Lou Western 38. Lou Durrett 29
1 with the victory.
Lanes 37, CALLJDWAY CO.36
Lynn Camp796, Wilhamsburg 39
Calloway. County 301-'
Rhanda Keel)
Marion Co 54, Tay or Co 12
0-00. Vicki Naughton 0 0430. Beth Hookk
Spencer Co 56. Frankfurt 54
2 0-0 4. Noreen Hernden 3 0-0 6, Donna
Warren Central 75. Hart Cu 47
Coles 2 04 4. landona Overby 3 04 6,
Lady Kai Inv Toy
Tammy Treas 0 LI 1, Muni Toc.ld 0 1-1 1,
Semifinal
Cindy Anderson 1 1-1 3-. Jenny WinPulaski Co 65. Paris 54
chester 00-00; Shannon Ford 1 0-0
Corbin 71, Sheldon Clark 55
Ballard 1121 - Deanna Gordon 1 0-63.
Southern Ky Cassie
'Maey wtitio
5-ittori Mitchell 01-1 I,
Russell Co 69, Tompkinsville 47
Marla Rentrun 1 90 2: Sheha Bugg 1 0-0
Parochial School Thy
3
Championship
Callowa,
6 8 8 - 26
Villa Madonna 45, St Henr, 41
Ballard
4 1 3 4 - 12-

College Scores

NBA Results

Kentucky High School Scores
By The 4s.o,
Fridays Gan,
Boys
Anderson Co
arruli Co 43
Ilardstown 80. Meade Co 81
'Bardstown Beth 51, Campbells, Ile 46
tiervhw oud 66. Bellevue 57
Boone Co 60. Walter-Verona 56
'CALLOW AY CO.it Losses 49
rase) Co 51, McCreary Cent 42
*lay Co 76, Hazard 63
Tbin 89,'Whitley Co 74
Ylizabethtown IS, W Hardin 61.
tlkhorn City 67. Feds Creel.
Zillott 1051. Lewis Co55
FAIll Co 53, Harrison Co 48
Fort Knot 75, E Hardin 63
Frankfort 76, Spencer Co 42
tranklin Co 80. Monticello 48
' Fulton Co 69, Fancy Fenn 32
Garrard. 72. Lincoln Co 16
Krern Co 79, Barren Co67
Grayson-Co 91, Breclunridge Co 71
Neath 19. lame
48
Henry Co 60. Eminence 43
Knox Cent 67, Harlan 65
Lee Co 52. Owsley Co 49
lex Catholic 75. Frankfort W Hills 68
!vex Henry Clay 82, Richmond
\14dison 51
6.ex Lafayette 86. Boyd Co 63
Lumin 1062. Taylor Co 49
Marshall Ca 88. Christian Call
Eason Co 72. TolLsboro 59
May srille 66. Bourbon Co 47
ScDon ell 71. Allen Cent 68
Mercer Co 93, Harrodsburg 68
IRLRRAY 76. Mayfield 121
abolas Co 92, Richmond Model 64

See or Call

Ed West
Al Parker Ford
New or Used
Cars or Trucks
"Posen Be
Dollars Aboad
If You
Deal With Ed"
Office 753-5273
Nome 753-3084

By WILLIAM R. BARNARD
AP Sports Writer

Calloway Jayvees
Stop Ballard 30-12

of allegations thot
bosiri
boll plo)rra rrigoigrd rim insarg-bnavin0
during the 1971679 season
Albletit Iltrevbx Wrlliainr Flynn con
firmed that federal authorities are looking into fa charges stenunua from
statements by 'Minion:sant
GENERAL
PROVIDENCE. RI. i AP - Former
pro haslietball player Marvin Barnes
pleaded innocent to charges he tried to
elude police following a bighspeed ear
chaae, and was fresvf on his own
recognizance

NEW YORK (API - Jimmy
Connors has no patience with
quitters and although he
wouldn't say Ivan Lendl
-tanked" their match, he left
no doubt how he felt about the
Czechoslovakian.
After beating Lendl 7-6, 6-1
Friday night in a match at the
$400,000 Volvo Grand Prix
Masters tennis tournament.
Connors admitted calling him

a -chic-ken
Both players
already had clinched berths in
:oda)'s semifinals after
posting 2-0 records in the
round-robin event, so the only
significance of Friday night's
match was to deternune the
pairings.
Connors sarcastically called
the best-of-three set match "a
best-of-one" after Lendl kept
It close in the long first set and
then dropped the second in 17
minutes, winning a total of six
points in the six games he lost.

"My own pride and style
makes me try hard every
pout," said Connors, who was
seeded third in this eight-man
round-robin tournament at
Madison Square Garden "I
can't understand Lendl's attitude. Just because I played a
good tiebreaker doesn't mean
he's lost the match."
Lendl said in a statement
only that he "changed tactics"
in the second set.
The first set ended at mid-

The
Misch
The
Praye
Luke
a.m.
day, ,
United
Paul
Crone,
anther

night and some observers
speculated that Lendl was
saving his strength fur today 's
semifinals, scheduled to start
at 1 p.m. EST.
Gene Mayer upset Sweden's
Bjorn Borg 6-0, 6-3 in Friday's
other match to deterrrune
semifinal pairings. Like Lendl
and Connors, both players
went into the third round of the
roundrobin format with 2-0
records and already had clinched berths in today's MR dies.
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-
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Hurry in for our price-breaking specials ...get quality at a K mart price!
Coffee
"Blenders Pride"
10 oz. Jar Er 13 oz. Can

Save

Your Choice

1.97

Limit 2
While
288
Last

Misses'
Sizes

DE
who
meal
mine
mem
'lOol
Brio,

1.00

Limit 2
While 600 Last
Soft Scrub Cleanser
10 oz Jar Instant or 13 oz Can Ground Coffee for all coffee makers

DE
impo
in sir
amaz
whon
Exi

With a mild abrasive for
deep cleaning 26 oz
Our Reg. 5,57

3.88

Unassembled
In Carton

told,'
(And
Or:
gone
Or
john:
Peo
I hon
comm

Knit Pull-on Pants
No-iron polyester knit Save .

2 For

SI

Photo Finishing

$1
Ea.

SPECIAL

4

Our Reg. 1.57
Terry Dish Towel
Cotton!polyester
in woven checks Our 97', 13x13" Dish Cloth,2 For $1

DE
taugl
u ncoi

• 'Color Enlargementi
Buy two 5x7" or 8x10"
enlargements at reg.
price, get 3rd at no extra
cost Made from your
negative or slide
5x7"Size
Ea. 1.75
8z10" Size
Es. 3.75

DE)
one is
be my
the fo
would
Her
Mean,
who c
I'm
what
behinc

Sale Price
4-Sheff Storage
Gray-finished metal
Measures 60x36x12"

9

Iniorgernents horn printi
05 0,5,0 cost

Sold in Sporting Goods Dept

JJoln,

50

HIORl

6 40,
iooen Cups

Misses' and
Queen Sizes
9-11

Towels

White with
Red Top

_

Sandalloot or
Reinforced Toe
Our 64' Pr.-Limit 3 Prs

We sometimes compare electric bills with neighbors and then
complain to the local utility when ours is higher.
Comparing electric bills is like comparing apples and oranges.
No two families have identical living habits. No two families have
identical appliances. No two families use electricity the same
way.
Where one family may delight in salads and sandwiches,
another may insist cn big, hot meals.
Where one family may live in front of the color TV,another may
prefer books for entertainment.
Where one family runs the air conditioning 24 hours a day,
another may be comfortable by running it only during the hottest
part of the day.
And when there are children in a family, this automatically
means more bathing, more cooking, more clothes washing, more
work for the refrigerator, more electrical usage all the way
around.
On top of this is the fact that you could be comparing bills that
are on different billing cycles, and this would throw any comparison completely out of kilter.
So, instead of comparing bills with a neighbor, compare bills
with yourself, preetably the one for the same month the year
before, remembering to take into consideration rate increases,
fuel escalation charges, new taxes, and additional degree days.
This will be a more accurate guide. And it'll reveal how your conservation measures are reducing usage.

Prs.970
For
Ny on Knee Highs
Comfort band. Nylon:
spandex Basic shades

401 Olive

753-5312

Tube Boot Socks
Orion' acrylic/nylon
19" long. Men's 10-14
-DuPont Rog ila

Regular
Or
Scent II

Save Now

1.84 1.22
Pyrex' Mixing Bowl
4-qt glasS For micro
wave and other ovens

Murray Electric
System

1.97

Limit
2
While
uantities
Last

Our Reg. 2.27

*Diu
Towels

Limit 3
While 1200 Last
Our Reg 266

Lysol Disinfectant
Regular-scent Lysol*
in 12-ounce* spray

CIE or_
THE SAVING PLACE

or rassr

Motorcrel'

CO/
are r
princi
plea.

12.
_1ce of Colors

S.

Comparing Bills

DE)
attent
behin
langu
there'
tiee.

Auto
Dept.

Do
the p
"Who
and s
velop
Bevel

Sale Price

Sale Price

39°

2.47

Pkg
Hot/Cold Foam Cups
Disposable In 6-oz size 50-cup pkg

Cafeteria
Special

White and
Decorator
Colors

Limit 2

Patty
Melt
Sandwich, french
fries and 10 oz.
drink

Ea.

Spin-on Filters
For many GM. Ford
and Chrysler cars

Top-Mount
Hinge

Urntt2
Sale Price

1.97

1 M50Ea
1-lb. PALM's` Candy
Plain or peanut M&M's*
in big one-pound bag
••661 Wt

4.00

Wooden Toilet Seat
New, improved! Smooth,
baked-enamel finish

700 U.S. Highway 641 N._Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.

- - -•-•••••••••••
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Mischke Will Speak At Church
The Rev. Dr. Walter E
Mischke, Jr., will speak on
-The Shortage Possible
Prayer' with scripture from
Luke 11:1-4, 9-13 at the 10.50
a.m. worship services on Sunday, Jan. 18, at the First
United Methodist Church.
Paul Shahan will direct the
Chancel Choir as they sing the
anthem, "Children of the

Heavenly Father,"' with Bea
Farrell as the organist_
The Rev. Jimmy Stubbs will
conduct the 7 p.m worship
services on Sunday.
Events on Sunday will include Church School at 9:45
a.m.; Senior High Snow Party
at 130 p.m.; Covenant Prayer
Groups and
Pre-Teen
Fellowship at 5:30 p.m.

By Abigail Van Buren

Peeping Tom Needs
His Tail Pulled
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I live on the 10th floor of
an apartment in Honolulu. Every day when I get home from
work, I find my husband out on the balcony looking into
other people's apartments through binoculars! On weekends
and during the evening hours, this is the way he spends all
his spare time: I told htm that his peeping-tom hobby was
upsetting to me, and he ought to see a psychiatrist. He says
there's no harm in looking — that I am upset for nothing
Abby. last night took the cake. He actually dragged an
easy chair from the living room out on the balcony and sat
spying through those binoculars for two hours!(He loves to
see women undressing, or better yet, a man and woman
together!)
Abby, don't you think there is something seriously wrong
with a grown man whose hobby is sping on other people in
this manner? Or am I upset for nothing?
UPSET IN HAWAII

Murray State Will Sponsor Course

Workshop On Leadership Skills Slated
A two.clay workshop to help
men and women who work at
the supervisory level to

develop leadership skills and own strengths in becoming a self-motivated, goal-directed
become self-motivated inindividual
dividuals is planned at Lake
Faculty members for the
Barkley State Resort Park,
workshop will be Sam Ruth
sponsored by the Office of
and Jere Hall, both executives
Conferences and Continuing
of Arvin Industries Inc.,
Education at Murray State
Princeton. Ruth, vice presiUniversity.
dent of the plant, has 23 years
The Rev. Martin Mattingly'
The workshop, scheduled
of managenal experience. He
will conduct the masses at
Wednesday and Thursday,
is known for his "shirt-sleeve"
6:30 p.m. today and at 8 and 11
approach to management He
The Calloway County Jan. 21-22, is designed for new
a.m. and 4130 p.m. on Sunday,
has a bachelor's degree in inAssociation of Retarded supervisors, supervisor can- Jan. 18, at
the
St.
Leo's
dustrial management from
Citizens will meet Monday, didates or persons who Just Catholic
Church.
Auburn University and did
Jan. 19, at 7:30 p.m at the want to update existing skills
Religion classes for
graduate work in engineering
Special Education Building, Past participants have includpreschool through the 12th
ed foremen, productiOn
physics at the University of
Murray State University.
grade will be held Sunday at
plant
Chattanooga and in industrial
-Infant Stimulation" will be managers,
930
arn.
engineering at the University
the theme of the program to be supenntendents and employee
Events on Sunday at the
of Tennessee.
presented by a panel compos- supervisors.
church Include Youth Group
ed of Gretchen Babbs of MurObjectives of the program
at 5 p.m.,and Newman Club at
Hall, industrial relations
ray State University, along are to assist the supervisor to 6:30.m.
manager of the plant, formerwith Ann Neely and Cindy identify skills necessary for
Weekday masses will be at ly held managerial positions
Clemson of the J. U. Kevil leadership, improve com- 6:15 a.m. on
Monday, 4:30 with the Atomic Energy ComCenter at Mayfield.
munications and human rela- p.m. on Tuesday and Wednes- mission, Alton Box and Olin
MI members and interested tions, and to help the super- day, 10 a.m. on Thursday,
and Corporations. He is a graduate
persons are invited to attend.
visor understand his or her 2 p.m. on Friday.
s of the University of Tennessee

Rev. Mattingly
Will Conduct Masses
At Catholic Church

Association Of
Retarded Citizens
Will Meet Monday

ASSET GROWTH

90 60 14

65 MILLION
M MILLION

N MILLION

75 MILLION

•11 .1.11

F.5pc

75 MEM
70 NILLION

II MILLION

4

65 MILLION

65 MILLION

oollo

MILIIN
55 MILLION

IR MILLION

MAN A WIFE
MAY HAVE

55 MILLION

1151 5*
INSURED

.56 MILLION

54 MILLION

45 MILLION

44

45 MILLEN

' 41 MILLION

Nita

I 35 MILLION

74

75

76

77 78 79 80

74

ASSETS

• ••
CONFIDENTIAL TO "V" IN DALLAS: People who
are fond of saying, "It's not the money, it's the
principle of the thing," usually have a "gelt" complex.

1.154.322.ri
WE.111.737.117

NOW
YOU CAN EARN INTEREST ON YOUR
CHECKING ACCOUNT
AT

•••
Do you have questions about sex, love, drugs and
the pain of growing up? Get Abby'a new booklet:
"What Every Teen-ager Ought to Know." Send $2
and a long, stamped (28 cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Teen Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

Hopkinsville Federal
WHERE YOU CAN ALSO HAVE YOUR
SAVINGS ACCOUNT AND HOME LOAN
OFFICERS IL EMPLOYEES

H&R BLOCK
TAX TEST

MAIN OFFICE-7th A MAIN

I

Question No. 21

JAMES •. MINS
Executive Vice President

MOOT NOM.
Vice President

BOYD CLARK
Vice President

ASSISIA P4T VICIPOISKNINTII

If a mistake
Is made on your tax
return and you
owe more taxes, that
Is all you have to pay.
True El False

/AMR 111050
Secretary

SA•A J. MALI
Treasurer

CAROL ATWOOD
MARY Infil MASON
SANDRA ICS MINE 01117

KAMPEN/ARMS
I NOME HALL, 11/
LINDA VIM

DEC. 31, 151/3

12.122,342.79
2,0911,511.74
221.112
7,551.11110.4411
551.467.14
I.664.353.21
2,131,734.74
45.344.653.74

YOUR HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL
NOW ACCOUNT IS FREE
WITH A MINIMUM BALANCE
OF ONLY $500.00

OFFICIALS & EMPLOYEES

MURRAY OFFICES
0.0 D0ST1CK. a.
President D B Bostick & Sorts Inc
C.0. SOTO
Farmer and Tobacconist

CLIFTON COCHRAN
Murray Advisory Board Representative
OMAN (134nlii anan•
Farm Director Radio Station WHOP

MILIMANI C. KEITH
Partner
Keith. Myers and Hicks
Attorneys at Lan.
WD KELLEY
Retired Superintendent,
Cliristuin County Schools

JAMES R. MIMS
Executive Vice President

Soireinfli a Mein

Murray South

'duce NIONAS
Corporate I. ice President and
Chief Executive or Murray Oftices

SONY MOO API
L ice President Manager

INLEN POESY
Assistant Vice President
Operations Officer

W. R. DOR MINT
Businessman and Farmer

V/ ALTON 0. EMU.
Farmer

AUSTIN S STEINART
Senior Vice President

PIGGY SIAZZELL

J. STOOD,is.
President Dalton Bros Brick Co

LINDA FOUST
JOYCE NUNN•LLY

LACY JOON,.it.
President

C. K. WOOD
Businessman

ISIS MIIIIMIT5ON3
Teller

EMIT MALLORY
ANNUM Vice'President Manager
PAM MeNITOSN
Teller

WE'LL MAKE THE TAX LAWS WORK FOR YOU

KANN INTTIJI
Teller

lsr
-LOCK

Hopkinsville
Federal

MOO COUNTY BRANCH I

THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
WS amnia

NUNN N. 1110111•17TS
AMMAN Vice PrelIkkint Manager

Open 9 e.m..4 p.a. IlMeeala.
9 e....1 p.a. Seardeps

aim:ails'wok/

Pilaw 111-5154

Tellw

...one.as”sr -7" "`"
,•

ADVISCNIT 00450

TILLERS

CHUCK IIMOITH
A151al501 Vice President and Manager

TODD COUNTY BRANCH

51.444 653.74

Open Your NOW Account
With Any Amount

1 PENNY RILE MALL BRANCH 1

This ts FALSE. You must pay in addition to the
tax, any penalty and interest.
When Halt Block prepares your return, we stand
behind our work. If we make in error that colts you
arty penalty or interest on additional taxes due.
Block pays the penalty and interest You pay only
the additional tax

ENC. 31, 1101
IS.M.724.32
PIONS
NONE
231,544.35
1,351.144.117
411.471.43
5.101.•••••
393.934.31

Earn 51
/
4% Interest On Your
Account
NOW
Balance cc""DT.47°
Senior Citizens Accounts Are
FREE

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Rugs' ROOMS

RASO OUARtga
Building SuperIntmdent

DEC 31 1575
SI14,6116.1•11.79
NONE
NONE
TOWLE,
1.438.671.44
17,1174.3e
5.91116.4115A5
351 NM 34
642.1411,737.117

SAVINGS DEPOSITS
ADVANCE FROM FEDERAL NOME LOAN DAIN
SORROWED MONEY
LOANS IN PROCESS
OTHER LIAIIILITIIIS
SPECIFIC RESERVES
GENII AL RESERVIS
SURPLUS
TOTAL LIAMITIES AND NET W012111

YOU DON'T NEED A HIGH MINIMUM BALANCE
TO QUALIFY FOR FREE CHECKING

J. NOMA MALL, is.
Realtor

Malan
CNA NOTTS LYON

77 78 79 80

1

LACY 101441111, is., PENSIOINT
AUSTIN I, STEWART
Senior L'ice President

75 76

LIABILITIES AND NET WORTH
DEC. 31, 1575
114.455.467.05
2.461.542.127
27.314.31
1.5)1,111111.1110
M.1.1171.511
ESE,714.13

FIRST MOIIITOACSI LOANS
CHINO LOANS
MAL ESTATE OWNED
INVESTMENTS AND SICUMITIES
51551 ASSETS, LISS DSPINCI A TION
INEIMIND CNARMS — OTIND ASSETS
CAIN ON NANO AND IN DAMES
TOTAL ASSETS

DEAR AUNT: Kids deliberately misbehave to get
attention. They don't care if they get a whack on the
behind. They prefer it to being ignored. Using "dirty"
language is a sure way to get a rise out of adults. If
there's no reaction, the kids will abandon the practice.

Oril 11

S1I.50$.1.52

15 MEAN

•• •
DEAR ABBY: What should be done when children (this
one is only 3) use dirty language? This little imp happens to
be my niece. She's pretty and smart as a whip, but some of
the four-letter words she uses (and in all the right places)
would curl your hair!
Her parents ignore it, and advise everyone else to, too.
Meanwhile this foul-mouthed kid embarrasses everyone
who comes into the house.
I'm for going back to the days when parents taught kids
what was unacceptable by giving them a good whack on the
behind!
AUNT DONNA

A

SAYINGS GROWTH

TN MIMI

DEAR SACRAMENTO: Unfortunately it can't be
taught. It's a pity that common sense is such an
uncommon commodity.

AL us

Lodge accommodations are
not included in the fee. A block
of rooms at lake Barkley
State Resort Park has been
reserved. Persons interested
in attending should make arrangements directly with the
lodge by telephoning 502) 9241171:

AT ALL-TIME HIGHS FOR
PROTECTION OF DEPOSITORS

•••
DEAR ABBY: I work for an executive in a large,
important firm, and as such, I telephone other businessmen
in similar positions. The purpose of this letter is to express
amazement at the stupidity of some of the secretaries with
whom I have spoken on the telephone.
Example: When I telephone and say, "Is Mr. Jones
available? Mr. Long of 'X' Corp. is calling," I have been
told, "One moment, please. I don't think he's come in yet."
(And this is at 10:45 a.m.)
Or:"He hasn't come back from lunch yet, but he won't be
gone long. Nobody took him."
Or would you believe, "Just a minute. I think he's in the
john."
People can be taught how to type and take shorthand, but
I honestly believe secretaries should be given a course in
common sense..
SACRAMENTO

ma

Enrollment may be made by
telephoning the Office of Conferences and Continuing
Education, Murray State
University (502) 762-2716. The
course fee is 9125 payable to
Murray State University. The
fee includes all meeting
materials and lunch the first
day

Bruce Logue will speak on
-What Lies Ahead" with
scripture from Phil. 3:1-16 at
the 10:30 a Ill service and on
"Steadfast Love" with scripture from 1410. 3:22-26 at the 6
p.m, service on Sunday, Jan
18, at the University Church of
Christ
Assisting in the services will
be Ernie Bailey, Sherrill
Gargus, Wayne Williams,
Terry Smith, Jack Wilson.
Larry Wright. Keith Hays,
Jimmy Ford, Danny Nix, Vernon Gantt.Jim Lawson, Bobby
Martin, Roland Goodgion,
Richard Smith, Barry
(;rogan,and Greg Delancey.
Nursery supervisors will be
Floye Fitts, 'fern Delancey,
Mirriam Ferguson, and
Wilma Wilson.
Bible Study will be held at
9:30 a.m. Sunday

YOUR ASSOCIATION IS IN ITS SECOND CENTURY!
1981 FINDS ASSETS '95,944,653.74
AND NET WORTH '5,793,858.31

DEAR UPSET: Your husband ía a voyeur — one
who habitually seeks sexual stimulation by visual
means. The seriousness of his hobby can be determined by a psychiatric consultation, and I recommend it. Even if your husband does nothing but
"look," it's not harmless if he spends hours at it,
knowing it upsets you.

Jain ow..sae

with a bachelor's degree in industrial engmeenng and post
graduate studies in uidustrial
management. He has been a
guest lecturer for numerous
business, civic arid educational groups.

Bruce Logue Will
Speak At University
Church Of Christ

HOPK iNSV IL L E
PM•MANI•
ILI MALL

CADIZ
MURRAY
ELKTON
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MAMMALS JONES
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FOR SUNDAY,JANUARY la, 1.9411
404
•A Q
What kind at day will tomor- 1June 21 toJuly 22) GOO present
•'Fortune
is
•
great
169
6
1
row be? To find out what the
Your thoughts are good in SCORPIO
deceiver She sells very dear
•A K Q 9
stars say, read the forecast regard to
•73
domestic affairs, but (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21
the things she seems to give
given for your birth Sign.
Mental projects go well in us." -- Vincent
you may have trouble convincWEST
EAST
Voiture.
ARIES
ing others. Children may act an atmosphere of peace and
•107 5
•9114412
quiet in the a.m. Later, others
•Q 3 2
411.1
Mar 21 to Apr 19i .17-41 up in the p.n.i.
* J 10 5 3
may draw you into a con•6 1
Luck runs both ways in
Visits with senous-nunded LEO
•KQJ
•8 5 4 2
troversial discussion.
the play of today's excellent
friends benefit you career- (July 23 to Aug. 22i 112
SOUTH
slam It's easy to tab the
wise But you may run into
Everything goes smoothly SAGITTARRIS
•K J
bad trump break as bad
some difficulty with close ties with close ties, then things i Nov. 22 to Dec 21)
•A K 1075
Keep money out of your luck, it's a bit more difficult
later
deteriorate.
Perhaps
*72
TAURUS
something you say is talks with friends. Someone is to take advantage of a dif•A 1096
still sore about a forgotten ferent kind of -bad break"
i Apr. 20 to May :.13
misunderstood by others.
issue Unfortunately, the subSouth takes his club ace
Vulnerable None Dealer
Time spent on work projects VIRGO
ject now comes up again.
and quickly discovers he has
North The bidding
pays off in the a.m. Later, (Aug. 23 to Sept. =1
a trump loser when East
you're easily misunderstood
Work projects go well, but CAPRICORN
discards on the second
by others. Avoid controversial friends are frankly a pain in tDec. 22 to Jan. 191
North East
South
West
At this time it's best not to trump How should the play
i•
Nu
1•
Pass
the neck at present. An argutopics.
3
V
Nn
1
NT
Pass
ment. once begun, continues discuss career matters with go from here'
GEMINI
5
V
Nu
6
91
All pass
those
close to you. Your
If declarer maltzs a wish
endlessly.
May 21 to June 201
thoughts are excellent, but • for an even diamond split,
A mixed day for romance LD3RA
Opening lead Club king
others are slow to understand. he is making the wrong
and leisure-time activities. (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) wish If diamonds are 3-3,
Morning hours bring benefits
Activities with children are AQUARIUS
eight for the same result
declarer will enjoy only two
which may be hard to sustain favored, but there still may be (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
and a "bad suit break" is
Religion and philosophy lift club discards before West
later. Watch spending.
some domestic tension. Don't
converted to a winner
your spirits, but one close to ruffs in to cash the setting
mix business with pleasure at
CANCER
you may be feeling under par. trick in clubs.
Bid with Corn
You'd do well to protect your
Oddly enough, declarer
health, too.
must wish for a bad diaSouth holds 1-17-B
mond split -- to make the
PISCES
iFeb. 19 to Mar. 201 )(C slam, he must find West
•9 8 6 4 3 2
Opt for peace and quiet now with four diamonds! Howev•2
and you'll accomplish a lot. er, even if diamonds are 4-2,
•6 4
85 4 2
Romance is iffy at present. declarer cannot afford to
ACROSS
5 Ready money
Someone's bad mood may ruff one since that would
1 Woe word
6 Time gone by
Answer to Friday's Puzzle
North
South
5 Heel
7 Relied
leave him one trick short. So
well spoil a date.
3 NT
E STOAT
8 Toll
8 Second-rate
YOU BORN TODAY the only real chance lies in
12 Cavil
horse
finding
West
with
four
a
naturally gravitate towards
I
13 Mature
9 Every
ANSWER: Four spades A
14 Path - •
public service and administra- diamonds, including the
10 Girl $ name
signoff South's hand can pro15 Arab chief
11 Ogle
tion. You are more concerned Jack and 10.
duce a number of tricks at
To succeed, declarer
16 Soak up
19 Thus
about world problems and the
spades, but holds little
17 Skin ailment 21 Roman road
leads his low diamond and,
welfare
of
fellowman
your
promise at a no trump
18 Splatter
23 Wideawake
than the typical member of if West splits, the rest is
contract
20 Conjunction 24 Dance step
I.
easy Declarer wins his
your
you
become
sign;
often
22 Zeus s
25 Cinder
involved in law, politics and spade king to finesse in diaSend bridge questions to The Aces,
beloved
DDE
A
PO Box 12181 Dallas. Texas 75225,
2t Poker stake 27 Studios
religion. You dislike taking monds to make his club
a
losers
with
self-addressed, stamped envelope
disappear.
24 Ache
If West
28 Goat s cry
orders and do best when in
N 0 11
for reply
27 City official
doesn't split, declarer
29 Everyone
business
yourself
or
when
for
31 Inquire
30 Born
filling an executive position. inserts dummy's diamond
32 Pilot
32 Leg part
39 Al, 43 Toward the
Do not let a desire for material
33 Beverage
35 Small vessels 40 Asian land
mouth
34 Flock tender 36 Small stone 41 Liquefy
success keep you from taking
44 Hindu deity
36 Wan
38 Tantalum
a chance on developing your
42 Title of
45 Stalk
37 Sword hansymbol
respect
'originality. If you do your own
48 Decay
dle
1 2 3 4
5 6 7
9 9 10 11 I thing, you will become known
38 Tellurium
Symbol
i for your inimitable style
12
13
14
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39 Bahamian
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42 Toils
46 Region
----47 Time period
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•17
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1
Oil
20 1
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24 25 21

Frances Drake

THIGH HIGHS
FOR FIRMING
If the backs of your thighs
could use some firming, try
this exercise. Lie back,
resting on your elbows, and
point your toes. Keeping left
leg outstretched on the floor,
bring up right leg, pulling
knee as close to your nose as
you can. Then straighten leg.
still keeping it close to your
face. Lower and repeat with
left leg. Do this eight times on
each side.

FOR MONDAY,JANUARY 19, 1981
What kind of day will tomorBe receptive to the ideas of
row be? To find out what the
someone close to you. The in49 Unruly child
stars say, read the forecast
attentive will suffer on the job.
50 Fqrmal dance
given for your birth Sign.
51 Land measAvoid scattering your
31
33
ure
energies. Concentrate.
34
52 Crippled
15
ARIES
GEMINI
53 Emmets
0C4
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 4Y1
May 21 to June 20
Igli 37
54 Pigpen
Originality
you
aids
in
55 Kind of
Be careful of expenditures.
strivings,
career
but
you're
cheese
Use ingenuity at work.
tempted to goof off now. The
47
49
DOWN
Romance is fine, but you may
1 High cards
p.m. brings problematic
150
51
tend to be indiscriminate at
S2
2 Lantern
domestic issues to the fore.
present.
ss
3 Seed coating
s4
ss
TAURUS
CANCER
4 Ankle iniury
(Apr.20 to May 20 I 6
(June 21 to July 221
Romante is exciting now,
WHY OYOu WANT
ALL WANT
I 6UE55 THAT'S
but you'll tend to overdo.
TO CRITICIZE ME
Avoid
gushing
NOT ASKiN6
ALL THE TimE
demonstrations, which in
TOO MUCH...
some way could work against
you. Be real.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 221 a
*
kl
Follow the suggestion of a
close tie concerning home
-WY
provements.
Avoid
u•ma •••••• ••••11..• ir•
\at"
C
carelessness, and steer clear
entanglements.
of office
Be
NOW I
GOOD NIGHT.)
discreet.
REMEMBER
I KEEP THINKING
HERMAN
VIRGO
THERE'S SOMETHING
Aug. 23 to Sept.22 nr
I FORGOT TO DO
You'll meet with romance,
BEFORE
but you could overspend in the
pursuit of pleasure. Friends
GOING
exhibit changing dispositions
TO BED
at present.
LIBRA
iSept. 23 to Oct. 221 Ingenuity brings financial
benefits. You could be
sy•••••••
t•••••
itimurow
C
careless about a domestic
matter. Be sincere with
DIDN'T YOU BRINE,
YOU'VE
others. Don't be a flatterer.
BEETLE'S LUCKY
A PATE, BEETLE?
IS SHE?
BEEN
SCORPIO
I COULDN'T GET
DANCING
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21
A DATE
WITH HER
A surprise trip is fun, but
YEAH
ALL NIGHT
don't miss any appointments
because of it. Be considerate
egi
of others. Avoid undue scep444111
;
ticism later.
SAGITTARIUS
4p:;.••
.x407>
(Nov. nth Dec. 211 "
411:i
.
Ap..ei
t
l
Wit
Though monetary. prospects
::
.
..1.4 look
t-.
good, your extravagance
•••••
4
could prove costly now. Don't
.44,.11
-ma
nau..
try to impress others by being
11611''
'
\1u.
:
4 4411 umwi
•11
a big spender.
CAPRICORN
Y EaD YDSO wiPE SAYS
AND TLI_ TELL HER THAT
YOU'RE DARN RIGHT
(Dec. 22toJan.19)
BE HOME IN FIVE MINUTES
RIGHT AFTER DINNER
Broaden your circle of
OR NO Di NNER
friends. Accept offbeat invitations. Avoid fawning behavior
-I
P
with higher-ups. It won't be
it
1
110
appreciated.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
Work from behind the
'44,
•
scenes for success. Keep plans
under wraps. Avoid on-the-job
flirtations. Your tendency is to
goof off now.
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(Feb. 19 to Mar. 201
Distant interests prosper!
Either you or a friend is prone
to heavy extravagance now.
Cut down on costly luncheons.
Adopt a thrifty attitude.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
imaginative person with
leadership abilities. You are
innovative and can make an
original contribution in
whatever field your versatility
takes you. Both artistic and
practical, you'll reach the
heights as a Musician, painter
or author.

t,
Apple Tree school
Child care with
program, 1503 Stadium s
753-9356. 753-1566
a•,,

Cias1um

tbr

•Bits

•Shanks
*Saws
PEEL
INDUSTRIAL
SUPPLIES

I.

CARTER STUDIO I.
1
IIII 304 was

733 8796

Bible Facts Free Store tor the
needy 759-4600

West Wood Street
(at the "Y")

Check
Your
Ad,
614

6. Help
_ Wanted-

SIMONDS WOOD
CUTTING TOOLS

44ct

Perris, Tenn.
901-642-2171

Area Distributor

Accept* applications
for esperioncod tool
sad dye makers. CastdWates must have coat•
piloted apprenticeship or
S yours in on industrial
setting.

NORGE
Division of
Meek Chef
Attention.
Personnel Department
4101. tyerio
Horde, IL 62948
(413)19148431
Equal Opporturel hsspSeyer
IMI

•

HODGES TAX SERVICE is now
preparing income tax returns
24 miles South on 641 1591425
,A.

•\

Advertisers
are
requested to check the
first insertion of ads for
corrections. This
newspaper will be
responsible for only one
incorrect insertion. ANY
ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED
IMMEDIATELY. SO, PLEASE
CHECK
YOUR
AD
CAREFULLY AND NOTIFY
US PROMPTLY IN CASE
OF AN ERROR.

PARIS
LANDING
LOUNGE
Night
8 to 12
Bob Nance
a the
Blue Blazers
10 rages south of New Con
cord on Highway 121

Listed here is a ready referencthat will quickly help you (scab
the classification you are lookcg
tor
1. Legal tlotice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
it. Instructions
12. Insurance
13, For Sale or Trade
14, Want To Buy
IS. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
18.. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TY RaMo
27. Mobile Home Sales
211. Mob Home Rents
79. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want to Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses for Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
It Pets Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40, Notice
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
K.Homes For Sale
47, Motorcycles
U. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

Will do baby sitting
in my home in Hazel
area. Call 4928S15.
NEWSPAPER
OFFICE HOURS
The Murray Ledger
Tunes Office, 103 N. 4th
Street, is open for business
from I a.m. to S p.m.
Monday through Friday and
from S a.m. to 12 noon on
Saturdays.
These hours include the
business office, classified
advertising
department.
retail advertising department and circulation
deportment.
At times other than
those listed above the office is closed for regular
business even though
newsroom and production
employees may be on duty.
We
that
request
customers observe the
business office hours in
placing calls to the
newspaper .
The telephone numbers
for the newspaper departments are
DEPARTMENT NUMBER
Classified Ads. . 753-1 91 6
Circulotion .--... 753-1 91 7
Display Ads ... 753-1 91 9
Accounting. . . 753-1 91 6
News 8 Sports . 53-1 91 8
Ilse Murray
Lexigov a Thews

Texas Oil Company -needs
dependable person who can
work without supervision in
Murray. Contact customers
Age unimportant, but maturity
is We train Write D.0 Dick
Pres .
Southwestern
Petroleum, Ft. Worth, TX
76101.

Dance - Sat.

Wanted Ride to Detroit area
soon Will pay reasonable fee
Please call 753-3706

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS

WANTED
Person ;prefer lady) to
work in stereo & record
store. 3 Days a week and
possibly lull rime later
Must be pleasant and
able to work with public

World
of Sound
222 S. 12th
(apply in person only)

FOR RENT
Gison Power Bolt log
Splitter by day or job.
Operator available. All
stovewood
hardwood
for sale $25.00 per
rick. Call 153-8351

BIBLE CALL
Does God really exist?
- 759-4444. Bible Story 759-4445.

RIVERIA
COURTS

I

P11,8;

mobile
Has
homes for rent.
Students welcoSpecial
me!
rates!! We also
special
have
deals for lot renters! Come live
with us! 7533280.

5. Lost and Found
REWARD!!
tar Irish Sutter. Cyprus
Kentucky laie drerelopme•n.
fungi pot Illetunksd, no
questions asked. 436.5849.
Lost on 280 East. Pottertown
Road, a Hawk. Wearing a bell
around the neck and 2 leather
bands around it's feet. listen
or found call 753-0736.
Lost Black and tan dog near
16th and Farmer, no collar.
Call 753-6528,

6. Help Wanted
Designer Draftsman. Experienced in mechanical drafting. Excellent salary and benefits.
Send resume to P.E.B., P.O.
Box 1479. Paducah, AY 42001.
Earn extra money. Ideal. for
4ornemakers. Local residents
needed to conduct survey to
update Murray commueity
directory. Absolutely no selling.
All work will be done at home
by telephone. Generous compensation. Must be able to
work 5 hours per day during
the week between the hours of
3 through 9-30 pm and up to 6
hours per day on weekends.
Must have telephone and neat
handwriting. Apply in your own
handwriting giving name, address and phone number to
Johnson Publishing Co.. P.O.
Box 1040 F.
.
Experienced female cook No
tetephone calls. Personal interviews only. Dakota Feed &
Grain

9. Situation Wanted
Special Ed mayor seeks work in
babysitting or tutoring for Exceptional children. Experienced 753-6743 Will babysit with infant or
preschooler Experienced and
references 753-7904
Would like to babysit in my
home Experienced and have
references. Phone 753-9586

11. Instructions

Electrol
.Tony m

-966 Inl
4-row
382-221

4230 1
998 ho
loaded
7435-45;
New tri
tire se
Cornpar

4)rie
torsi Mt
540 RI
alternat
cleaner,
tires 5
rear .
wheels.
3600 G
diffrenti
power s
heavy di
pre-clea.
wheels.
fear
tires .V
Diesel,
PTO, wo
power a,
:ontrol
nator,
stablizer
heater
front, If
in tea
Available
Large se
tractors
sale tax
available
Come se
Company
Cadiz. KY

fhe Piste
feeling •
variety. ,
registratic
lucky. Cr
miles wes
lion KY
Sunday E

Apple Tree School, quality
child care with educational
program. 1503 Stadium View,
753-9356, 753-1566
Drummer teaching set anct,
snare lessons, my home, $3.4
a half hour. 753-6191.
Now taking beginning plan!:
students. Call 753-9359.

12. Insurance
Fantastic rates on 1975 or
newer mobile homes. See ot
call Johnny Williams. your
M.F A. agent. 753-0445

14. Want To Buy
Junk cars. 474-8838.
Want to buy Used card table.
Call 474-9729 or 475-2346
after 5 pm
Will pay top price for white oak
timber. Call 753-4984 evenings

15. Articles For Sale
1911 Charger, good Condition,
Antique piano baby. Selmer
Mark IV tenor sai (615) 2325191 or 232-6505.
For sale 4000 Ford tractor, gas
burner. 24.5 Poulan chain saw
Call 489-2200
1979 - 17 Hp John Deere tractor, 48'' mowing deck, snow
blade with angle kit, John
Deere dump trailer. chains and
weights &3500 Can be seen at
Astro Car Wash. Days 7531331. nights 153-7687.
Honda Express II. ping pong
table, Franklin stove, English
saddle. Call 759-1158
Maternity clothes, size 10 and
12 Call 753-0087.
Nine piece Royal Prestige
cookware, stainless steel,
lifetime guarantee. $175
Ladies brown fur coat, size 14,
$40 753-1235
Olympus OM-10 50mm lens,
case almost new. $200. WinChester Canadain Centemal 3030 $250 or make offer. 16 foot
cargo trailer. twin axle, electric
brakes. $750 or make offer.
Call 759-4104.
Six church pews, 10', $35
each 753-8895

16. Home Furnishings

1978 Bo
Spruce sc
condition
Watt ami
with two
$500. Cal
For sale.
bass amp
$500. Ca
Deryl or D
,Must sell
piano. yi
balance c
payments

Firewood,
hickory, I
repaired,
removal. 4
For safe. !
Call Dill's
Firewood,
ly oak a
delivered.
4157..
Portible
Well, has
Can be p
motor. Ca

Co Id

Maple finish dining table and 6
chairs, like new, $300 753
.9357
Smooth top avacado Kenmore
stove Call 753-9864 after 4
Drn
New and used fur- antique
niture,
dressers,
matlamps,
tresses.
linens, books. Army
clothes ond ommo
Bargains
boxes.
galore. Me sW Estff
Sershis, Hwy 79. seven
miles
west of
Clarksville
on

Paducah firm seeking
aggressive, ambitious pet.
son to sell nationally advertised office equipment
in Murray Mayfield area
Please send resume to
P.p. Box 1120 Paducah,
KY 42001 or call 4438461 for appointment

17. V

Llylewood

Rood

61 5-647-400.

3 Pc.
Breast I
Or Thigl
2 Pototc

3 Pc. 0
Breast, •
-3 Potato

8 Pc. I
12 PC.
16 Pc.

1-

22 Pc.

OP.••••

f -.5
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Ia.gek.
17. Vacuum Cleaners

24. Miscellaneous

32. Apts. ForRiiU

43-.1re-ia

NI'X IC
47: Motorcycles

50. Used Trucks

53. Services OWed•

Must sell' 1975 Kawasaki
Electrolux Sales and Service FIF•YOUIJ li,die $25 a rick. Apartments for rent. near
-,+..er steer Fence sales at Sears now Call
oom
on
Call 474-8005 after 4 pm
motorcycle Will take best of ins and brakes tilt
Tony Montgomery 753-6760
downtown Murray 753-4109
2500 Sears. 753-2310 for free
I'm acres wicentral
ter Call 753-9413
miles many extras Call 492- estimate for your needs
1970 VW Bug parts artificial Apartment 3 blocks off camheat
and
air
located
-19. Farm- Equipment stone, coal stove, antique pus Call 753-8644
1978 Yamaha 11-250E good 8824
11 Noma Namarat Do you
NW of Murray. Also
condition low mileage Call
.966 International IH 516 plow, piano, Samsonite patio furncluded is a 2 car shop
bedroom
1972 Jeep CJ-5. 6 cylinder. 3 need stumps removed from
large
Extra
upstairs
2
4-row AC drill with spray Call niture 436-2333
/531419
wired for compressor.
furnished apartment, $165 per
speed, lock out hubs. with your yard or land cleared ot
382-2267.
48. Auto. Services
Wood for sale 436-2758
Insulated to T.V.A.
month Couple. no pets Water
metal top Call 901-642-6353 stumps' We can remove
stumps up to 24 be-low the
4230 John Deere Quad-range,
furnished Central gas heat and
-tandards. Priced to
Four 8 15x16 5 tues. Lots of
25.
Business
Services
998 hours, no cab, one owner
53. Services Offered ground leaving only sawdust
air Call 753-1203
-ell at $25,500.
tread
left
$140
set.
436-5610
and chips Call fei free
loaded with extras Sharp' 502- Do you have something to sell'
Alcoa Aluminum or vinyl siding estimate. Bob Kemp 435 4343
Need a place to sell it' Rent a Furnished one bedroom Apart49TUsed Cars
435-4520.
Real nice 3 bedroom
and trim. Aluminum trim for or Bob Kemp Jr 4354319
shelf at the Book Rack, 808 ment $80 per month New Con1973 Buick Regal 350 engine. brick nooses Jack Glover, 753
ome, 2 baths, wiw
New tractor tires on the farm Chestnut. 753-4821
cord Call 436-2427
Licensed electrician and gas in
sport wheels $195 Call 753- 1873
•arpet, real nice den
tire service Vinson Tractor
MONOGRAMS by Faye's Furnished 1 bedroom apartstallation heating installation
9710
Company. 753-4892
-ith fireplace, modern
Alexander's Septic Tank CleanMonograms, 203 South 5th St , ment for rent Close to Univeritchen, 1 car garage.
1974 Caprice, 44.000xx, Local ing, vacuum cleaned from your and repairs Gail 753-7203
1:Ine time offer' New Ford trac- Murray 753-7743 Ready to sity Available February lst.
Priced in the 550's.
car, all options /975 125XLS driweway. industrial or residen- Mobile home anchors under
tors' Model 2600 Gas. 6-speed, monogram robes, shirts. Call after 3 pm. 753-7418
Honda. 1000xx like new 753- tial 753-5933 24 hour service pinning vinyls aluminum and
MO RPM P T 0 . heavy duty sweaters etc that you receivFurnished apartment for rent,' A budget surplus for December'? Who
fiberglass roofs sealed patio
M3-1FM
3942
alternator, stablizers, pre- ed for Christmas
Loot.. Itoraor
/53.10M
living room bedroom combiria_didn't we pay?''
M.
,,asr eau. Isl.
cleaner, bumper fluid in rear
1974 Gouger XR-7 62,000 Guttering by Sears. Sears con- awnings aluminum carports
hon,
large
per
$150
kitchen
tires, 5.50x16 front, 12 4x28 26. TV-Radio
original miles good condition. tinous gutters installed per single or doubles Jack Glover
7534873
rear , with power „adjust For sale Cobra 89 XLR CB with month all utilities paid Small 41. Public Sale
Call 753-0828
43. Real Estate
In.,Ilroka•
your specifications Call Sears
required Phone 753deposit
in
wheels. .$7295 00
Model Turner power mike and StarNeed work on your trees' Topp
.753-2310 for free estimate
after 6 pm
3132
1977
Camaro,
good
indoor
sale,
of
furniture
Lots
condition
3600 Gas 8-speed. live PTO duster antenna Call 492-8604
ng pruning shaping corn.
1974
Murray
-C
0
Ile
Cutlass
Guttering
Supreme
clothing
appliances.
and
wily
toys.
by
Sears. Sears con- alete removal and more Call
753For rent 2 bedroom furnished
diffrental lock, work light
1864.
County
tinous
nik-naks,
gutters
baby
and
Realty
items
installed per 30VER'S TREE SERVICE
duplex apartment 411 N 5th,
power steering, grammer seat,
fo,
Saturday and Sunday. 10 tit 5.
15021751-11146
Murray 492-8225
heavy duty alternator bumper,
MAGNAVOX
1976 Chevrolet, high mileage your specifications Call Sears professional tree care 753
South
753-2310
for
114
10th.
304N
free
12t1,
estimate
St
pre-cleaner, power adjust
extra clean. power steering,
Anneal Sale/I
85 36
New 2.3 bedroom apartments.
Murree. B.42I71
wheels, 6 00x16 front, 116x28
brakes, windows locks $2000 Heating, refrigeration
Great Savings
a
BOYD-MAJORS
"IM1
...entral heat, air-conditioned, 43. Real Estate
Concrete and block
tear tires, fluid in
436-5486.
electrical repair. But
en
REAL ESTATE j
fireplace stove, refrigerator,
lires...$9249,00. Model 5699
work. Block garages,
_ 753-8080
and stereos
appliances, 2 blocks from cam1965 Dodge Dart. slant -.6. Refrigeration Service, Haze,
Diesel, 8-speed. lndependant
Neeg, down payment Let us straight shift,
KY. 498-8370 or 753-782.
basements, driveways,
Pord•so Thornton
pus. 753-5791, 753-2649.
good
condition.
CLAYTON'S
Professional
PTO, work light, grammer seat,
show you how you can pur- $350. Call
Services
walks, patios, steps.
Innnnn oft* S.
753-9181 or 753- Bobby Lockhart.
With The Friendly Touch"
New 2 bedroom doplex, large g
J41 Music
power adjust wheels, dual hyd
chase this 3 bedroom brick 8124
Free estionetes. Cherie&
Real Estate
Insulation blown in by SeaJosets,
outside
storage.
Lease
:ontrol valve, heavy duty alterpriced in the $30's. Call us for
753.7575
Barnett, 753-5476.
Southold'(*ors Sq. °1kl
save on these high heating arc
RETIREES
and deposit. No pets. 753nator, front end weights.
tour showing as there is no 1977 LTD Landau, AM-FM cooling
bills Call Sears. 753Merrioy, Kentucky
SPECIAL
0814.
,ign in the yard. It's your move stereo tape. 3-way seats.
stablizers. -pie-cleaner, water Wanted:
Professional
painting
2310 for free estimate
Responsible party to
also a good
753-4431
%
sh
heater in block. 1000x16
-old you'll win Dial 753-1492 cruise, Call 759-4123
paperhanging, paneling Corn- .
take over payment on color t.v One bedroom apartment near
rental investmentl
196
front_ 16 9x30 rear tires, fluid
Mustang_
V8
automatic
CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs
mercial or residential. 20 years
Warranty.. Clayton's 1 & B University for rent. Call 753502 N. 5th St. - Two
with new rebuilt engine, $750 NI Families Groups. Reunions •
in rear fires. $13645.00
Realtors.
8146 or 753-2437_
Remember Those Specoel 13,
Here's your real escape' From
experience. Free estimates'
Music, 753-7575.
bedroom, 1 bath frame
Call
753-2913
Available as long as supply last
759-1987,
city congestion and taxes. Easy
•cesoons
home, electric heat,
Large selection of good used 27. Mobile Home Sales Private garage apartment. 2 commuting
1974 Mercury
Marqui.. is CARTER
just one mile from
Stop' For all your repair needs
STUDIO
living-dining room,
tractors and equipment. No 1974 Double wide mobile bedrooms, stove and city limits. This 3 bedroom
Brougham. 2-door hardtop.
colfurnished,
roofing, carpentr5. plumbing
carpeted,
sale tax to farmers. Financing home. 2406, partially furnish- refrigerator
753 8296.
onial guarantees freedom from
.24ALID power steering and air, electric • 304 Moon
and electrical work, look no
basement. Small yard
available withjapproved credit. ed or unfurnished. All electric carpeted, newly decorated, the early morning
seats and windows- $650. Call
squeeze by
central
gas.
No
Couple
pets,
more' Catt 753-9226 Or 753- •
Come see us ht Burke-Thomas with baseboard electric heat,
for easy maintenance
753-9181 or 753-8124.
the three in the bathrooms.
Concrete and block work. Block 9623. We'll do your job large or
Company, 65 Main Street Very easily heated. $7500. only. $200 plus deposit. Call May we
753-1222
Walking distance to
suggest your dialing
garages.
basements
753-2835.
driveways.
1967
Oldsmobile
98 for sale
small, All work done to your'
Cadiz, KY. Phone 522-3361.
downtown. Only
Phone 1-354-6217.
753-1492 for your showing of
walks, patios. steps, free satisfaction,
Call 753-4744, •
Two bedroom Apartment at
16,900.00,
this
home?
CENTURY
estimates
21
LoretNEW
Charles
Barnett
LISTINGFor
sale:
1980
home,
Mobile
20. Sports Equipment
Embassy Apts. Call 753-4331 talobs Realtors.
Restored 1958 Buick Road- 753-5476
Will haul driveway white rock
COUNTY
14)(60, 2 bedrooms. Call 753- or 753-3530 after 5 pm.
master: Call 753-2364
and Ag lime, also have any type
The Pistol People: Invest in a
HAVE YOUR
Very attractive 3
0952 for appointment,
.
Do all types of plumbing. large
feeling of security, largest
CAKE AND
Two bedroom furnished apart1979 T-bird, T-top, red loaded. or small jobs all work guar- of brown or white pea gravel
Tired of the problems
bedroom brick home
Also do backhoe work. -Cali .
variety. , lowest priced, no 12x65 Furnished, washer. ment, sol'ne utilities paid. $150
EAT IT TOO!!!
$5495.
rental property?
753-9710
,
of
only
minutes
from
city
nanteed 5 years experiente Roger Hudson. "753-4545 or
registration or red tape in Ken- dryer. air-conditioner, under- per month. 753-8119.
A sound investment
and see
us
call
Then
limits.
Features
in753-5360
50. Used Trucks
753-6763
tucky. Country Boy Store, 9 pinning and storm straps, good
that will pay for itwhat alternatives are
cluding • centrah heat
miles west-of Hopkinsville junc- condition. Reduced. 474-2342. Two bedroom furnished apart1978 Dodge Powerwagon, 4- Electrical
light carpentry, Wet basement? We make wet
self!! Modern brick
available. Coleman
rent.
ment
for
Call
753-8298.
and
air, den with
tion KY 164-117. Hours 8-5. For sale or rent. 1973 Moble
wheel drive Phone 437-4311 plumbing Reasonable Guala, basements dry. work completeduplex -4 rooms, bath,
Heal Estate,753-9898.
woo.dburni.ng
Sunday 12-5.(502) 885-5914.
after 5 pm or 753-0556 during RI. 5, Benton 42025 1-354- ly •guarenteed.' Call or write
home. 12x52. 2 bedrooms, gas Unfurnished duplex with carmodern kitchen with
fireplace, attached
753-91198
6277.
thefiay,
heat, new electric service 50 port, private area. South
Morgan Construction
appliances, central
Co..
garage, and - wooden
1168 Dodge 14 17-n pickup
22. Musical
gallon hot water tank, 500 Kirkwood Extended. Call 753•
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah.
heat and central air
backyard
deck
3343.
Call
$650
753-3465
KY
gas
gallon
tank. half full. Call
42001, or call day or night.
(STATI
cond, each side. Good
COURTNEY SMALL
presents a pretty picPROPIRTV &4ASAGIMISI
354-6122.
1-442-7026.
33. Rooms for Rent
1977 Dodge van, part
location. $55,000.00.
ORGANS
ture for pleasant livENGINE
REPAIR
8.
customized, need to sell Call
For sale: Trailer and lot. Call Boys large unfurnished room
57. Wanted
ing! Mid $40's. Contact
Animal Sale!
SAW SHOP Cold753-6470 or 759-1276
759-1789.
with kitchen facility, 1626 Low cost home loan money
753-8080
the "Home Team" at
Would like to rent Burley
'Flew moodels •s cost
won't last long For applicawater, 489-2853.
1978 F-250 Ford 4x4 nice. Call
•&Z payments
:976 New •Moon, 14x80. Call Hamilton' Call 753-8572 or
pounds for 1980 crop Call
Kopperud Re,aIV, 753tions, incomes can vary vp to ATTENTION VETERANS! Have
436-5479.
'
753-3632
•4 veer merreusty
Or
753-4424
759-1566.
492-8996
1222.
$22,500 for a five member you taken advantage of your
CLAYTON'S
FINANCING
12 x 60 2 bedrooms, new 34. Houses For Rent
family. Give us a call now at
right to own your own home
AVAILABLE
carpets, washer, tie _Owns, Beautiful, large, 3 bedroom 753-1492 for information on
JAB Musk
Save energy and get
economical gas heat. Reduced. duplex with fireplace, stove, this 10 7/8% interest. Yes. you with a MO% 0.1 'loan. if not
753-T575
contact us, Coleman 'Real
out of the rut of think753-9672.
refrigerator, dishwasher, gar- read right- under 11% on a 25 Estate. 753-9898,
ing formal living
bage disposal. No pets 753 year term. Dial 753-1492 We'll
Three
lots.
2
car
garage,
wash
• • A'
1978 Baldwin Spinet piano_
room. Look at this
5791 and 753-2649.
help you. Century 21 Loretta
,11r
Spruce sound board, excellent house. and 10x50 trailer all for
house
zeriamial
) roomy with a liveable,
For rent: Very nice 3 bedroom. Jobs. Realtors
condition $1100. Peavey 200 $10,000. Call 753-8451.
"great room"
Watt amp head and cabinet 28. Mob. Home Rents 1 fi bath. (all appliances furOUT REALTY, INC.
for comfortable living.
nished) home, in nice subdiviwith two 14 inch speakers.
0. romierr, unto r,OC ro wrong
scheduled arid
753-1222
Me
Economical clean 2 bedroom sion. $300 per month. Phone
Located on a corner lot
$500. Call 753-5889
intindsal iho hastopcoinnwrcial
that the
mobile home, small, quiet 753-8080.
in an excellent
certilMs
a
tor
AIM
25
FARALS-NOIAES
Ad
Want
this hereto
For sale Peavey 400 series court near town_ $90. Call 753neighborhood. This is
tether It limes
,
COUNTRY HOME
tor a Classified
BUSINESSES
.
For rent: 2 bedroom, unfurnishpaid in advance seven dots to the Banat
bass amp Excellent condition 2216-after 5 pm.
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
a 3 bedroom, 2 bath
ON 13 ACRES
al seven conaddition
4.*
Mg!
an
ed. gas heat, near women's
$500. Call 759-4572 ask for
iteni to be
-oe
PROPERT'
home with therOa
dems has no,
SALE
FOR
For
rent:
Trailer,
no
availatile
1
the
charge.t
advertisemen it
club house. Couple preferred.
Deryl or Dixon.
pill recent at
Listings needed! Offices
mopane windows, censame
month, Call 753-8436 after 5 759-4401.
OR RENT
the
Certilied by
secutive 0111 01 week
Coast to Coast. Buyers
.. •
,Must sell 6 month old console , pm.
tral electric heat and
Located only 7 miles
WO
the
P tails
doling
Robe
from
For sale or rent, Two bedroom p.
sold
piano, yours for paying of
U.erywhere.
air. Priced in the $511's
east of Murray is this
J.
Monogr
"Free" Catalog
balance or taking up monthl Furnished 3 bedroom. 2 bath, house newly decorated on 11
Classified Advertising
through
Kopperud
property
choice
concentral heat 'and air, washer. Coldwater road. Call 489-2775.
eS
paymentsj53-7575.
STROUT REALTY
falty,
711
Main,
lrn
rustic
sisting
large
of
dryer, large lot 753-4091.
Ir. tomer Inir.r
,
the Tay Ledge!
For rent: 2 and 3 bedroom
•Vell
home on 13 acres. Also
1212 Coldrewild
WI
'I
For rent. Mobile home. 1260, houses. near University. 492- p.
• 41.
'Eon@ E r
45. Farms For Sale
included are several
•
ALL BUGS CALL
furnished, natural gas heat, 8225.
."
753-01116
barns and outbuildings
Two
acre
sale
farm
in
for
Lynn
near University. Phone 75.3Aar.*
and fenced area for
Nice 2 bedroom house on 121
Grove area
Several outMU. Ili t--• I/ 3895 after 5 pm.
horses. Owner will
South, one mile from city
buildings Call 753-9964, ask
/ 2 bedroom trailer, very clean, limits. Call 753-9898.
consider lease, leasefor Amber,
C44
ON TARGET You are going to
approximately 2f•V miles on
Kelley's Termite
option, or. sale at
46.
Homes For Sale
641 South, No pets. 753-8436 Partially furnished 2 bedroom jump for joy when you see what
reasonable terms.
Pest Control % after 5 pm
house, North 6th No pets. we have for you! Priced at only
Country Estate for sale or rent
753-1222,
KopPhone
you
$21,300
could
not
Phone 753-3914 ,
find
a
Deposit and lease required.
Reasonable terms, Livestock
Two bedroom, new carpet, new Call 753-9208 after 4 pm.
perud Realty, for all
better buy. Located 44 miles
_..../
.-4 -40
..AlrillP21
r
111‘.
facilities Garden, fruit trees
furniture, washer and dryer.
.the information.
from Murray in the southwest
,432333
natural gas heat, may be seen Two bedroom gas heat. 1206 school district, this newly
24. Miscellaneous
NEW LISTING
Poplar. 7534508 or 753-1227. decorated
Shady
Oaks.
at
For sale or lease Beautician
home
Excellent
is
prorental
country
livFirewood, seasoned oak and
Special! Tired of giving away
perty half block from
14 Words $5.80
hickory, 18". 24" Chainsaws Two bedroom trailer. complete- Three bedroom home. $225. ing at it's best You have to see
University includes .part of your hard earned
repaired, sharpened. Tree ly furnished, very nice, $150 Deposit and references re- the inside to appreciate the exmoney, You can own your own
brick home with 2
removal. 489-2327. 489-2853. per month. Call 753-8964 after quired. No pets. Gas heat, 753- tras this home has, 2
bedrooms, kitchen, living room,, seperate rental units
8895. ,
furnished shop and 4 bedroom
.
For safe 5 hp aira compressor. - 5.
house with no money down
plus a garage apartTwo bedroom, central heat and bath, and a huge utility room.
30. Business Rental
Call Dill's Electric, 753-9104.
You can start making money to, merit. Potential for
air, all appliances. Call 753- An acre of ground with
beautiful shade trees to keep
day. Call 753-5074.
Firewood, cut any length, most- 30x40 Shop. Gas heat $200 8146_ Available February lst.
good rate of return on
the heat a way in the summer.- investment. Offered in
ly oak and hickory. $22.50 per month 753-8119
18 Words $7.33
Newly decorated home with
with
Two,
bedroom
house
Come take a look and see what-delivered. 489-2492 or 753a.
pool. Parklane Drive
the low $40's. Phone
3
refrigerator
carport,
garden
and
a house your money can buy!
4151.MINI
bedrooms, 2 baths inside and 1
11 A.M. Deadline for following days Publication
and stove furnished. For not This one won't last long, be the .• Kopperud Realty, 753bath pool side large eat-in kit
r Warehouse
1222 for all the details.
Partible well driller. Drills 4"
over 3 people. $145 per month first to see' Call Vicki at Spann
then
-living
room,
den
or
din
well, has 3 hp electric motor.
First time on market.
489-2595.
Storage Space
Realty Associates 753-7724.
mg room, abundant closet
Can be powered by gasoline'
For Rent
Unfurnished 2 bedroom house
space Immediate occupancy
motor, Call 753-5913 after 7
at campus. parking on
753-47511
For appointment call 753
In11.
Sell that bicycle the lids ma lappet we or Ihe /001 locket re'''n had stored away tor in
Hamilton, Ideal, for Univesity
8064
long there's sure to be someone looking for scores of num you hare around the house thal no
family. 753-3460.
Two bedroom brick house in
no longer need
37. Livestock-Supplies
county on 19 acres $17.000
Were in sure yonll get results from your Munn Ledger 6 Times Want Id Nat well ;learnt
firm ;all 435:4193
REE MAR ARABIANS. Book
tee it with or new two Week Wartantt
Coldwater Rood
753 3604
your good mares for 1981
All yin have to do n place a seven day Want Ad in our Classified section la any not
48. Auto. Serials
Open All Winter
breeding'\ season
Three
commercial item or StVefil •MS It your items do not sell within the first seven days, we will
Mon Sat 9 30 10 00
S,, r1 11 00 8 00
Trailer made out of truck bed
stallions. 7.53-6126.
nin the ad la another comer-one week at no addihonal charge with no complications for roe
$100. Two new mobile home
32 Flavors Ice Cream
38. Pets-Supplies
end no teeshoos esited
anchors, $10. rear fond truck
Also
AKC registered Boston Terrier
Sr Ihrosk le house don't target the attic and earns and gather the items you no longer
bumper. $25. 7/16 x 19 feet Best Fried Chicken in Town
puppies. Have nice marking.
log chain $45. Craftsman dual
have a need for What easier way to make nit. cash?
753-7438
Call
3 Pc Snack Box
stage torch and guages $100.
Bring In The Coupon or Mail With Your Check to:
Pair of extra heavy duty tow
Breast & Wing
Dog obedience classes_ AKC
Or Thigh & leg
hooks,
$10
S 1 3S German
1968 Chevelle
Shepherds and AKC
ALL ADS CASH IN ADVANCE!
2 Potato logs R011
parts hood $25 doors $25
Austrailian cattle dogs Call
windshield
$40.
rear
end
$45
3 Pc Dinner
436-2858
power steering secton $20
Breast Thigh Wing
S2 10 For sale. Blue tick cook hound
power
Cep
brakes
1973
$20
"3 Potato Logs Roll
225 L. P. Miller St.
puppies. UKC registered, Call
tury parts front cap $100 tilt
Across from Conweivnity Center
753-9860
MI Also Hare Family Dinners
wheel $35 windshield $40
rear bumper $25 rotors $10 •
41.
Public
Sale
Open
Hours
550'.
8 Pc. Family Dinner
•
front end parts also 1971
Mon. & Tues. 7:30-12:30
Indoor Sal& Clothing, baby
I Chevy truck rotors and front
S7S•
11 Pc. Family Dinner
equipment, toys, freezer, riding
end assembly- 1976 's ton'
Closed Wednesday
104 N.4th Street, Murray, Ky.
mower. furniture. garden tools
Chevy truck rotors and front'
$830
16 Pc. Picnic Dinner
8:30-12:30
Sat.
Fri.
B.
Thurs.,
Friday at 2.00 PM and Satur
end assembly Can install all
day 900 AM. 802 Nottingham
I parts Will take firearms in on
S 1 05111
12 Pc. Picnic Dinner
Drive in Sherwood Forest Sub
I trade Call 489.2616 after 6
Offer Expires January 31, 1981
division
4 pm
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WE'LL GUARANTEE
YOUR WANT AD!

1890's Ice Cream Parlor

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

THE MURRAY
LEDGER Et TIMES
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Helen Haneline, 72,
Dies At Home
Of Her Brother
Miss Helen Haneline, 72, of
506 Poplar St., Murray,died at
6 p.m. Friday at the home of
her brother, Harry Haneline,
Route 1, Faniungton.
Miss Haneline, who was a
member of the First United
Methodist Church, is survived
by one sister, Mrs Pauline
Lamb, Route I, Farmington;
and four brothers, Rune
Harieline, Route 7, Mayfield.
Bert Haneline. Route 1. Farmington, Harry Haneline, Route
I. Farmington, and James
Haneline, Madison Heights,
Mich.
The funeral will be at 3:30
pin. Sunday at the BlalockColeman Funeral Chapel with
burial in the Coldwater
Church of Christ Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
"tuber& home after 2 p.m. today.

Rev. Rabatin To
Preach Series Of
Sermons At Church
"Remembering Who We
Are" will be the general title
of a series of sermons being
preached by the pastor, the
Rev. R. E. Rabatin, at the
First Presbyterian Church.
The title of his sermon for
Sunday. Jan. 18, at 10:45 a.m.
will be "Jacob" with scripture
from Genesis 32:22-30.
Leanne Martin will direct
the-choir as they sing the anthem. "Let All Things Now
Living,".with Pam Dixon as
organist.
Church School will be at 9:30
a.m. The Jesse Rogers Class
_will meet to study the uniform
lesson material.
Lynne Loberger will b-e the
nursery attendant for both
Church School and worship
hours.

Oaks Country Club
Women Will Have
Lunch Wednesday

LEDGER & TIMES Saturda

January I - 1961

Barrett Among Instructors At Academy Brown Creates New Cabinets
Dr. Michael Barrett of the
Bellewood Children's Home in
Louisville. will be among the
instructors at an Ecumenical
Christian Academy which will
begin Sunday, Jan. 18, at the
First Presbyterian Church,
1601 MainSt.
Classes will be held from 7-

Events. Energy Issues and be charged to help cover ex Revelation
pen.ses of the session and a
A small registration fee will nursury will be available.

Secretary WilhaillSturgill.
Fischer. 01 Louisville, is a former
computer executive with the' International Business Machines Corp and
was president of Metralata Computim
Inc. of I muisville.
Personnel Commissioner !tick Robinson will remain in that post as well as
becoming a deputy secretary under
Fischer.
Brown said he considered the announ('ement -one of the 11116i important" of his adinimstration and expects
the new organization to save "10s and
10s and lOs of 1111111011S 44 dollars."

Fischer said the nbjcctive of the new
cabinet will be unproved productivity
in delivering services b, Kentucky
residents and will include work to
streamline the organization of every
state-governnient agency.
The cabinet also will focus on
(16.veloping managerial and technical
skills in state employees, Fischer said.
and hopes to improve incentives ha
those employees.
"If you're going to run like
business, you have to reward like
business," he said.

a
a

Course In Earth Mapping Slated

Dr. Michael Barrett
8:30 p.m, and will meet at the
Presbyterian Church Jan. 18
and Jan. 25 before moving to
the First Christian Church for
sessions Feb. land Feb.8.
Classes offered in the first
two sessions will be The Family, Genetic Engineering. Early Church Worship and Cults
and New Religious Groups.
In the second two sessions,
the classes will be a continuation of The Family. Life

First Baptist Church
Will Hear Pastor
Speak Sunday
The First Baptist Church
will hear the pastor, the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker, speak on
"The Church Here and
Everywhere" with scripture
from I Corinthians 1:2 at the
10:45 a.m, service, and on
"Asleep In Delilah's Barber
Shop" with scripture from
Judges 16:15-21 at the 7 p.m.
service on Sunday. Jan. 18.
Randy Cunningham, deacon
of the week, will assist in the
services.
At the morning hour the
Church Choir, directed by
Wayne Halley, minister of
music, with Joan Bowker as
organist and Allene Knight as
pianist, will 'sing -Glorious
Things of Thee Are Spoken."
The Ladies Choir, directed
by Halley, will sing "All On
The Altar" at the evening service.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and Church Training at 6
p.m. on Sunday.

- The _women of the Oaks
Country Club will have a luncheon on Wednesday, Jan. 21,
at 12 noon at the club with
Henri Montgomery and Joyce
Thomas as chairmen of the
hostesses.
Reservations should be
made by Tuesday by calling
either of the chairmen.
Other hostesses will be LinOa Adams, Betty Beaman,
Fay Nell Flora, Ginni
Hopkins, Lisa- Jones, Carolyn
Reagam'Oneida White, Jane
Bailey, Dot Byrn,Mabel
Gallagher, Doris Johnson,
Isabell Parks, and Murrelle
The Seventh and Poplar
Walker.
Church of Christ will hear
John Dale speak on "How God
Keeps His Promises" with
scripture from Joshua 1:2-6 at
the 8:30 and 10:40 a.m, services, and on "Are You A
Pharisee?" with scripture
from Luke 18:9-14 at the 6 p.m.
Holy Communion will be service on Sunday, Jan. 18.
celebrated at the 9:45 a.m.
Assisting in the services will
worship service on Sunday, be Jack Rose, Jerry Bolls,
Jan. 18. at St. John's Charles Reed, Thomas
Episcopal Church, Main and Schroader, Gary Rowland,
Broach Streets, with the Rev. Danny Cleaver, Mark ManCnstis Fletcher, interim ners, Earl Nanny, Bob Lax,
priest, as the celebrant and Ron McNutt, Kenny Hoover,
speaker.
I.onnie Firm Gene McDougal,
Acolytes will be Ben Moore, Steve Simmons, Noah
Missy George, and Jeff Wheatley, Joe Garland, and
Blodgett. Steve Hate will be Forest Boyd.
the lay reader.
Kathy Butterworth will be
Church School, Adult Class, the teen nursery helper and
and congregational meeting Terry Roberson will be the
will be at 11 a.m. on Sunday.
special class helper. Serving
Active lay readers and can- on the Extension Department
didates for lay reader's will be Glen B. Gibbs and
license will meet with the Gary Rowland.
Vicar at 4 p.m. on Sunday for
Bible study will be held at
instruction.
9:45 a.m.Sunday.

Holy Communion To
Be Celebrated At
St. John's Episcopal

GM Parts For
GM Cars

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
Keep [hat Great GM Feelinq

A five-day course in utilizing
earth resources mapping data
received in the Mid-America
Remote Sensing Center
MARC) at Murray State
University is scheduled on the
campus March 2-6.
Pictures of the earth are
received in the sensing center
from Landsat satellites which
are launched by NASA.The information is valuable in making an analysis of the earth's
resources.
Specific applications of the
information received from the
satellites include cropland inventory and forecasting,
-wildlife habitat surveys,
water quality assessment, en-

GUEST SPEAKER — Joe Rigsby, left, professor Murray
State University, discusses a part of his program on
"CaHigraphy" presented at the recent meeting of the
Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club
held at the club house with Lou Ann Philpot, vice chair,
man of the department. Rigsby has his B. A. degree from
Louisiana State, and a degree in illustration from the Pratt
Institute, New York. He retired in 1977 as senior vice
president of the Doe-Anderson Advertising Company.
His logos are used at Dakota Feed and Grain, Pagliai's,
Periferial Systems Research, and Bank of Murray mural
painting and annual report. Hostesses were Vicky Holton,
Carla Resroat, 'lane Babb, Nancy Haverstock, and Pam
Thornton.

Regular Services
Slated At Grace
Baptist Church

vironmental monitoring, sur- eluding travel, food eV lodgface mine inventory and study. ing.
of population patterns.
A similar course conducted
The course is designed to earlier on the Murray State
familiarize the participants campus attracted participants
with ways the Landsat data from a wide geographic area.
might be utilized in their area Anyone interested in attenof interest. No prior experience in using remote sensing data is necessary.
Participants may receive
A Marshall County Grand
continuing education units
Jury has indicted Ronald
CEU I for the course, if
Blakely, Rt. 5, Benton, on a
desired. The course will be
charge of first degree rape.
taught by NASA trained MurBlakely, arrested earlier
ray State faculty and experts
this month by Marshall Counfrom across the nation.
ty and Kentucky State Police
There is no enrollment fee.
officials, is charged in an
Participants are responsible
alleged incident that is believfor their own expenses in- ed
to have occurred last sum-

ding the session should write
for a registration form to Dr.
Neil V. Weber, director, MidAmerica Remote Sensing
Center, Murray State University, Murray, Ky. 42071, i 502
762-2148

Marshall Jury Indicts Blakely
tiler involving a six-year-old
girl.
Blakely entered a not guilty
plea before Circuit Judge
James M. Lassiter, a circuit
court clerk's office spokesman
has reported.
Trial for Blakely, free on
$20,000 bond, has been set for
April 9.
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Regular services will be
hell at 10:45 a.m. and 5:30
p.m. on Sunday, Jan. 18, at the
Grace Baptist Church, 617
South Ninth Street, Murray,
with the pastor, the Rev. R. J.
. Burpoe, as the speaker.
The Church Choir, directed
by Leland Peeler with Dwane
Jones as organist and Terry
Downey as pianist, will sing "I
Laughed When I First Heard
of Jesus" at the morning hour,
The Youth Group will sing at
the evening hour.
Nursery workers will be
Carolyn Caldwell, Hazel Ray,
Rachel Rickman, and Clovis
Jones. For bus information
persons may call Don Hale at
753-3063.
Sunday School with Dan
Billington as superintendent
willbe at 9:45 a.m.
Prayer Service' and Youth
Study Group will be at 7 p.m.
on Wednesday.

ROUNDUP!
111,

Buy Any Model Listed And Get A Rebate
Check Direct From Amana
Up To $100
Altana.
microwave cooking center
Everything you need to cook everything. A Radarange oven
on top: smoothtop or conventional cooktop in the middle.
and big, self-cleaning oven.on the bottom Enjoy
microwave speed, conventional baking. and rangetop
simplicity all in one convenient space.

Dr. White Will
Speak At Memorial
Seventh And Poplar Baptist Church
"Your NOW Account with
Church Will Hear
God: Time" with scripture
from Ephesians 5:16 and
John Dale Speak
Revelation 10:6 will be the ser-

/53/611
64T S6161

By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1API — Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr_ created two new
cabinets this week, the latest
reorganization coming in the area of
personnel and management.
George Fischer, who has been head of
the office of management information
and computer services since June, was
named Friday secretary of the
Personnel and Management Cabinet.
On Thursday, Brown announced the
creation of the Energy and Agriculture
Cabinet, to be under the direction of

$100
REBATE.

S.

Model RCR-5

Model RCC-6
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Amami.
ZT
microwave combination oven

mon by the Rev. Dr. Jerrell
White at the 10:50 a.m, worship service on Sunday, Jan.
18, at the Memorial Baptist
Church.
Ralph Bogard, deacon of the
week, will assist in the services. The Sanctuary Choir,
directed by Milton Gresham
with Margaret Wilkins as
organist and Michael Wilkins
as pianist, will sing "Sweetest
Name I Know" at the morning
hour.
The Rev. Dr. White will conduct the Bible study on Philippians 1 at the 7 p:m. service.
The Youth Choir will sing "Holy, Holy;Holy."
Church Teaching will be at
9:40 a.m. and Church Training
at 6 p.m. on Sunday.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Darla Jewell, Allen
Warren, and Cathy Marcussen.

C

Prepare meals with microwave speed or with conventional
cooking. or
. with a combination of both. All from one space
saving range.

$75
REBATE!

Model MRR-100
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:
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Angina.

$50
REBATE!

Totschmalic
N41Ccto,NAvF 00EN

Cooks by time, temperature and holds at temperature
700-watts of cooking power with the exclusive Amana
Rotawave cooking system

Model RR-1 0A
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Antants
microwave convection oven
Crisps, browns, and bakes to perfection. Dehydrates, too.
You'll enjoy convenience cooking at its best. And it has the
exclusive RotawaveT" cooking system.

$50
REBATE!

Model AMC-20
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Dr. Roos Will
Speak At First
Christian Church

_

Antana.

The Rev., Or. David C. Roos
will speak on "Temptations,
An Opportunity!" with scripture from Matthew 4:1-11 at
the 10:45 a.m. services on Sunday, Jan. 18, at the First
Christian Church.
Margaret Boone will direct
the Chancel Choir as they sing
the anthem, "Clap Your
Hands," with Maxine Clark as
organist.
Assisting in the services will
be Bailey Gore, Walt Apperson, Dr. Woodfin Hutson, Jim
Clopton; Robert Hopkins,
Mike Holton, Don McCord,
Ann McKeel, Corinne McNutt,
Lenvel Yates, Richie Herndon, Betty Gore, David Robinson, and Rozella Henry.
Other events on Sunday will
include Sunday School at 9:30
a.m., Youth Groups at 5:30
p.m., and Ecumenical Christian Academy at First
Presbyterian Church.
•

Touch matic
OVEN

Cooks by time or cooks to temperature Cooks by memory
And with Rotawave, too

$40
REBATE!

1-.
Model RR-9TA
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AMANA REBATE PROGRAM
Buy one of the models listed between January
1 and February 28, 1981, attach the Rebate
Sticker from your participating Amana
Retailer, and send the sticker and the
Customer Registration Card :hat comes with

al

the unit to Amana Amana will mail the rebate
check directly to you
Come in today Rebate offer good between
January 1, 1981 and February 28. 1981 at
Participating Amana Retailers

MURRAY

753-1713
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